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U.S. Department of Justice
Justice Management Division
Office of General Counsel

AUG 0 8 2012

Ubshington, D.C. 20530

RE: Request for documents related to Contract DJJ-09-F-1791 (JMD FOIA Tracking
Number 2429133)

I am responding on behalf of the Justice Management Division (JMD) to your Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) request dated October 2, 2011, which asked for the Statement of
Work for this contract, a copy of the successful bidder's technical proposal, and a copy of the
reports submitted in the furtherance of this contract.
We have searched the records ofthe JMD Procurement Services Staff(PSS) for documents
responsive to your request. Your request is granted in part and denied in part. Some
information within the scope of your request is exempt from disclosure under Exemption 3
ofthe FOIA, which prohibits disclosure of matters specifically exempted from disclosure by
statute. Pursuant to 41 U.S.C. § 4702 (formerly 41 U.S.C. § 253b(m)) an executive agency
may not release a proposal under the FOIA unless the proposal has been set forth or incorporated
by reference in a contract entered into between the agency and the contractor that submitted
the proposal. The technical proposal, including Attachment E (the completed Requirements
Matrix) was not incorporated into the final contract. Accordingly, we are withholding it under
Exemption 3. With respect to submitted reports in furtherance of this contract, there are no
reports in the PSS official contract file. We are providing you with the Statement of Work
and a blank copy of the Requirements Matrix for this contract at no cost to you.
If you are dissatisfied with my action, Department regulations at 28 C.F.R. § 16.9 provide
that you may file an appeal within 60 days ofthe date of this letter by writing to the Office
oflnformation Policy, U.S. Department of Justice, 1425 New York Avenue, Suite 11050,
Washington, D.C. 20530. Both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked
"Freedom of Information Act Appeal."
Sincerely,

~£
Arthur E. Gary
General Counsel
Enclosures
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The BPA Ordering Periods are as follows :

BPA Calls to be issued under the proposed BPA will be issued on a firm fixed pricE: labor hour, or
time-and-materials basis. The unit prices in the Pricing Table shall be fixed unless a price reduction(s)
is effected via formal modification by mutual agreement between the Contractor and the Contracting
Officer. Additional CLINS may be added to the Pricing Table after award of the BPA by mutual
ag reement of the parties. Prices for additional CLINS shall reflect a discount at least equal to that
offered for the CLINS included in the BPA at time of award . All orders placed against this BPA are
subject to the terms and conditions of the GSA Schedule cmtract and this BPA.
2.
2.1

Statement of Work
Background

The Department as a whole still lacks a complete automated system to handle FOIA requests . Most
components are using inefficient, antiquated systems with no uniformity that handle the process only
partially. A major part of the process is manually handleq which is very costly and laboF-intehsive. In
Fiscal Year (FY) 2007 , the Department spent approximately $40 million dollars on processing FOIA
requests .
In general , many components have basic case management and tracking systems that are at leastten
years old . Other smaller components often have no system;, but may use spreadsheets to track
requests and prepare their annual report. The Office of Information and Privacy (OIP) has ta ken the
lead on the FOIA Automation System initiative. OIP is interested in securing an automated tracking
and processing system and is prepared to run a pilot for the selected commercial offtheshelf/government off-the-shelf (COTS/GOTS) product as a proof of concept. If it is determined that
the Proof of Concept is a success in terms of meeting the Department's objectives, it is anticipated
that the system will be considered for rollout to additional components.
2.2

Objectives

The primary objectives of this BPA are : 1) To implement an automated FOIA electronic tracking and
processing system that significantly improves the tracking , processing , and reporting capabilities of the
DOJ 's FOIA requests and appeals process, while complying with applicable executive orders and
statutory amendments ; and 2) The system shall initially be implemented within OIP, and upon a
successful implementation and usage period, the systemmay be implemented by additional
components throughout the Department. The FOIA system shall :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Improve case tracking capabilities : type, status , fees , time spent on and disposition of
cases
Provide for workflow management
Provide electronic searching and redaction of documents
Provide for system administration capabilities
Provide extensive reporting capabilities
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6.
Facilitate the creation of an annual report
7.
Assist in sorting and organizing documents and the preparation of indices of documents
8.
Increase processing speed and accuracy
·
9.
Increase productivity
10. Increase quality controls
2.3

Project Assumptions

(a)
The Department must comply with the FOIA, as amended by the Open Government Act of
2007 and OIP's written guidance related to the Act, to include the January 9, 2008, "Congress Passes
Amendments to the FOIA" article and the "2008 Guidelhes for Agency Preparation of Annual FOIA
Rep~rts." Executive Order 13,392: Improving Agency Disclosure of Information, which, among other
requirements asks agencies to examine the use of information technology in responding to FOIA
requests. According to the Executive Order, agencies must examine the use of information
technology in responding to FOIA requests, including the tracking of FOIA requests and
communication with requesters; practices with respect to requests for expedited processing; and
identify ways to eliminate or reduce its FOIA backlog. The Department has government wide
responsibility to issue instructions and guidance as appropriate to implement theFOIA and the FOIA
Executive Order.
(b)
The Department has a decentralized system for handling FOIA requests. There are forty
components with approximately three hundred (300) usersthat manually process, determine status of
requests, and calculate fees for each FOIA request. In Fiscal Year 20CY, DOJ spent approximately
$40 million dollars processing FOIA requests.
All FOIA report elements are the same (by law); therefore, aiiDOJ components and other
(c)
federal agencies report on the same elements and in the same way. TheDepartment, like all federal
agencies, is required to compile an annual report in accordance with 5 U.S. C. § 552(e)(1 ). Because
the Department has a decentralized process for administering the FOIA, each component within
Justice submits a report to OIP, which then compiles the Department's report. OIPprepares eight
separate reports, one for each of the components for which it processes FOIA requests. In addition,
OIP compiles a report concerning all administrative appeals of FOIA requests throughout the
Department.
(d)

The selected platform and architecture shall accommodate up to 3)0 users.

Operating Environment-- The FOIA system should be an interactive system with online
(e)
transactions and should allow for ad-hoc reporting. It should have a centralized database (Oracle or
SQL Server) and about 40 local users interacting with the database for the Initial implementation
phase. The number of additional users in the second phase will be determined on an on-going basis,
as additional components implement the FOIA system.

(f)

Processing - the FOIA system shall have the following processing functions for FOIA requests.
• Initial Requests- the process of receiving a FOIA request, logging it into the system,
processing it (searching, reviewing and redacting the documents, conducting necessary
consultations and referrals, and preparing a response), sending a response to the requester,
tracking all processing functions, and closing the request. During this process, fees may be
calculated and collected. Sorting and indexing of documents may be required.
• Appeals- the process of receiving an appeal, logging it into the system, reviewing the
appeal and action taken on the initial request, including potential supplemental processing and
release by OIP, drafting an appeal response, and sending the response.
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• D~C - the process of receivi.ng ~ ~andatory doclassification appeal or a FOIA appeal
rnvolvrng .classr~red records, loggrng rt rnto the system, preparing the case for DRC, preparing
and sendrng a frnal response.
(g) . . Security- The FOIA system should adhere to the DOJ's C & A security requirements.
Addrtronally, t~e system should support role-based security. The system should support assigning
users to roles rnternal to the organization such as:

•
•
•
•
•

Security Officer
System Administrator
Application Administrator
Help Desk
Users

(h)
Development Environment- The Contractor can elect to perform development work at the
DOJ Systems Development Services (SDS) facilities subject to proper notification, security clearance
processing and approval of SEPS. The Contractor will have available a development environmmt at
its own facility in which the Contractor can build and configure the application in order to expedite
development and unit testing of the application. Fees or charges for the upkeep or potential
enhancement of Contractor's facilities associated with this effort is not billable. The development
environment can exist either within the DOJ SDS environment or at the Contractor's facility, or at both
facilities. The Contractor shall specify its intention to use the DOJ environment or its own facilitiesn
its proposal.
(i)
Test Environment --The Contractor shall maintain a test environment capable of supporting
unit testing and the integration testing of various system modules in the event that the Contractor
elects to perform some or all developmentactivities at the Contractor's facilities. Again, fees or
charges associated with the use of Contractor's facilities for these servicesare not separately billable.
For the purposes of system testing, DOJ integration testing, C & A testing and user accepllnce
testing, the application must be tested in DOJ's SDS facilities with the support and assistance of SDS
personnel. As such, any changes to code and/or system configuration needed to ensure proper
system operations in the DOJ environment must be trackw and managed according to the change
control methods and procedures available within the SDS environment.
U)
Production Environment-- All FOIA system users shall be able to access the system using
their existing computing and communications equipment and communications capabilities. The DOJ
is responsible for the users' desktops and communication capabilities. The targeted production
environment for the new FOIA system will be provided by the SDS organization based on design and
specifications provided by the vendor for the initial implementation deployment. The environment will
include: hardware and operating systems software needed to support the FOIA system, 24x7 systems
availability, regular back up services, automatic failover and disaster reco-ery services. The
production environment will be located at the Justice Data Center (JDC) located in Rockville, MD. The
standby server (automatic failover) will also be located at the JDC. During the design of the system
and throughout testing and implementation activities, the Contractor shall work closely with the SDS
organization to ensure that the system works reliably and efficiently in the SDS environment and that
the joint efforts of the Contractor and the SDS organization ensure the reliability, S!curity and
availability of the FOIA system to its users.
(k)
At present, the following responsibilities apply to the successful operation and maintenance of
the FOIA production and test environments:
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The Contractor is responsible for:
• The development of user and systems administration procedures related to the successful
configuration and management of the application software in the SDS operating environment
• All application software and application software specific database maintenance, including
patches, enhancements, upgrades and fixes.
• The development of software maintenance plans, configuration management plans and
implementation plans throughout the course of the development and testing project tasks.
• Full planning, documentation and testing of sysem configuration and recovery/restart
procedures.
• Technical training/knowledge transfer associated with properly training SDS and OIP's
technical support personnel. Training and knowledge transfer should start early on in the
project and continue throughout the project as the system is developed and implemented.
• Providing/ensuring support for application Help Desk operations (anticipating Tier 3 support
level). See Attachment B, Help Desk Escalation Workflow.
• Regular performance monitoring and reporting hcluding reviews of security audit logs.
• Application hosting recommendations, design ~ased on requirements and project usage and
data volumes.
SDS (working independently or through its relationship with OSS) is responsible for:
• All operating system patches, security fixes, and upgrades;
• All hardware and server maintenance and monitoring;
• Back up and recovery services associated with recovery of the processing environment and
application;
• Systems administration of hardware, database and operating system ewironment;
• Providing Help Desk services (Tier 2);
• Working with the contractor in performance monitoring and performance rESolution.
For more details regarding the operating environmentsee Attachment C: SDS Development
Environment Infrastructure and Atta::hment D: Production Hosting High Level Design.
2.4

Scope

The scope of this BPA covers the planning, integration and implementation services that the
Government may require in BPA Calls that may be issued under this BPA. Specific task requirements
will be detailed in individual SPA Calls. The Department envisions that BPA Calls resulting from this
BPA will be structured to allow significant flexibility for ordering and use. The Contractor shall provide
the comprehensive FOIA electronic tracking and processing system that supports the Department's
mission, vision, goals, and objectives to improve the tracking, processing, and reporting capabilities of
all FOIA business processes.
BPA Calls for these services will include the requirements delineated h Sections 2.15,
"Implementation Tasks and Deliverables''. The specific requirements, deliverables, and desired
schedule will be identified in a BPA Call proposal request that will be provided to the Contractor. The
Contractor's task proposal must identify tre approach, level of effort, staffing, and the total estimated
cost to complete all of the requirements. TheBPACall proposal request process is designed to allow
for the refinement of the bid submitted during the BPA solicitation period.
2. 5
2.5.1

System Requirements
General Requirements
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The Department desires that the FOIA system be implemented using industrystandard , easily
supportable and highly expandable technology components . The target production processing
environment for the FOIA system will be a Win::lows Server or AIX-based processing environment
located at the Rockville Data Center and managed by the Systems Development Services (SDS)
organization . This facility is capable of supporting development, testing and production processing
environments associated with the FOIA System . At a minimum, the Contractor will install the new
system in the targeted SDS environment to support integration testing, system certification and user
acceptance testing requirements of the project.
The FOIA system must be an established COTS product.
In addition to the technical and functional system requirements specified inAttachment E "FOIA of
Requirements Matrix", the system shall adhere to the following General System Requirements.
Several government and DOJ-wide technical constraints and guidelines that must be observed are
also included.

General
General

G3

General

G4

General

G5

General

G6

General

G7

General

GB

General

G9

The system shall be developed using either the J2EE or
.Net framework architectures.
The system shall support Oracle and/or SOL Server as the
ication's Relational Database Man ement "'"'"TPm
If the system is a web-based application, the system shall
be operational on DOJ versions of Netscape 4.7 or greater
and DOJ versions of Microsoft IE 5.5 or reater:
The system shall support the capability to export data in
XML format
The system shall support the capability to import data from
XML format
All data within the system or exchanged betwe8l systems
should be treated at the level of sensitive but unclassified
(SBU) However, the system should have the capability to
treat classified data
uired.
All users logging into the system must be unique,
authenticated prior to enabling access, and comply with
DOJ assword rna
ement olicies.
Prior to final acceptance, the system shall be fully Certified
and Accredited (C&A) by an independent source with no
technical findin
The system shall have the ability b interface with industry
standard Ente · Documents Man ement
ms

In addition to the above general system-specific requirements and the more detailed requirements to
follow , the Contractor shall understand and adhere to the overall government a1d DOJ standards
noted below in Sections 2.5.2. and 2.5.3. These overall standards are available for reference via
government web sites and are not included in this document
2.5.2

General Federally Mandated Constraints
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Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA)
Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA)
Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA)
Government Paperwo.rk Elimination Act (GPEA)
Clinger-Cohen Act (CCA)
Section 508 of the Workforce Investment Act of 1998
OMB Circular No. A-130 (including Appendix Ill) security constraints
Public Law 93-579, The Privacy Act of 1974
Public Law 99-474, Computer Fraud Act of 1986
Presidential Decision Directive PDD-63
Freedom of Information Ac~ 5 USC 552, and as amended, Privacy Act of 1974,5 USC
552a
Computer securtty Act of 1987 (Pub. Law 100-135)
Department of Justice Technical Constraints

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.5.4

IT Strategic Plan (http://www.usdoj.gov/jmd/ocio/it-strategic-plan.htm)
Enterprise Architecture Plan (Provided upon request)
Technical Reference Model (Provided upon request)
DOJ System Development Life Cycle (SDLC)
(http://www.usdoj.gov/jmd/irm/lifecycle/table.htm)
JCON II Standard Architecture and JCON-IIA Standards (Provided upon request)
DOJ Orders for security: 2620.7, 2640.1, 2830.1 D, 2640E
(http://1 0.173.2.12/dojorders/dojorders.php)
DOJ Order 2640.2E or the latest version for system certification and accreditation
(http://1 0.173.2.12/dojorders/dojordersphp)
Technical Requirements

The Contractor's System shall meet or exceed the requirements identified in tttachment E, FOIA
Requirements Matrix.
2.5.4.1

Security Requirements

Security requirements address the factors that protect the software from accidenal or malicious
access, use, modification, destruction, or disclosure. They also include requirements for maintaining
an audit trail of changed data. Security requirements are established based on an assessment of the
damage that may result if system serurity were compromised. Damages are classified as:
•
•
•

Erasure or contamination of application data;
Disclosure of Government secrets; and .
Disclosure of personal or privileged information about individuals.

Security requirements address the following areas to ensure the needed level of security is
implemented based on tl::le damage assessment.
•

•

Physical and Environmental Controls- Physical protection in the facility housing the system
application and subsystems such as: locks on terminals, physical barriers,and site access
controls.
Identification and Authentication- Determine access and accountability of users by
authentication controls such as password protection, PKI digital certificates and biometrics. It
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should describe the level of enforcement (netwcrk, operating system, application, data), and
enforcement procedures.
Personnel Security- Personnel security will determine security clearances and background
checks needed for analysts, administrators and other specified user groups, and the level of
access granted by duty assignment.
Additional Security Requirements- Other security requirements may be determined in the
areas of incident response, certification and accreditation policies, and security awareness and
training.
Audit Trails- Audit trails provide necessary information to support user accountability, detect
security violations, track performance problems and flaws in applications. Audit requirements
address the need for a security audit trail, including the types of data tracked for each attivity,
guidelines on level and the frequency of access to audit information, archival requirements,
and usability preferences on reviewing audit trails.

2.5.4.2

System Reliability

System reliability addresses the need to ensure the overall reliability of thesoftware system upon
delivery. Reliability requirements include: establishing the availability of the system (e.g. such as hours
of operation), expected time to recover the system from an abnormal termination or disaster and
system backup requirements.
System reliability is the ability of a system (or system component) to perform its required functions
under stated conditions for a specified period of time. It is the probability that the system will correctly
and completely process instructions without aborting. These requirements address the need to protect
against the potential loss that may occur due to system failure, in terms of employee productivity and
the complete or partial loss of the ability to perform a missiorlcritical function. In additbn, these
requirements address the minimum acceptable level of reliability for the system. The Contractor shall
be responsible for the reliability of the application itself, while DOJ will be responsible for the reliability
of the processing environment.
Recoverability is the measure of the ability to restore functions and data in the event of a failure.
Recoverability requirements will utilize the following metrics:
•
•
•

Acceptable time period between detection of system failure and restoration of system
functionality.
In the event of database corruption or data loss, the timeliness of the last backup of data.
In the event that the system fails, the ability of the system to switch to an alternate server
and resume operating.

System availability requirement; establish mandatory times when the application will be available for
use. Availability requirements will determine when maintenance may be performed and identify any
peak processing periods where system unavailability is unacceptable.
2.5.4.3

Data Requirements

Data requirements address the areas of data retention and data currency.
•
•

Data retention requirements address the length of time data must be retained and
accessible, based on data archiving policies and user requirements.
Data currency is a measure of the timeliness of data. Business needs will define required
and preferred measures on the currency of data accessible to users.
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Supportability

Supportability requirements address the factors that determine the ease of administration and
maintenance, level of system customization, testability, and portability of the application to other host
machines and/or operating systems. Supportability requirements also address the processes used to
create the system components, such as coding standards, archita:;tural styles, and design patterns.
2.5.4.5

Performance Requirements

Performance requirements address the expected user volume and capacity that the system must
support. Additionally, they address the user's expected response time for queries, updates and
screen navigation.
•
•
•
•
•
2.6
2.6.1

User volume describes the number and type of users expected to use the system overall and
concurrently.
Capacity requirements address the expected volume of data and projected growth, in business
terms.
Response time describes the time to save, update and retrieve records from the database.
Response time also describes the time to generate or refresh a system screen.
Response time also includes the time to authenticate a user login.
System Users
User Profiles

The system must support difurent types of users, with each having different privileges and
capabilities. The Contractor shall be responsible for ensuring that each user is given the appropriate
access level as specified by the COTR.
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Component System
Administrator

OIP Initial. Request Staff

OIP Administrative Staff

OIP Appeals Staff

2.6.2
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Provides tier 2 support:
performs database
maintenance functions and
all tasks related to the
environment support and
trouble shootin .
Provides tier 1 support:
Modifies the component
staff's system access
privileges, adds/deletes/
component system users
and configures at the
component level. Ability to
perform all tasks allowed by
lower access levels. Views
existing records, creates
new records, edits and
deletes (archives) records
as needed.
Views existing records,
creates and modifies new
records, edits, deletes and
redacts records as needed .
Enters requests and
appeals into the system and
·
directs them to the
appropriate staff member or
other
for action .
Views existing records and
other components' records,
creates and modifies new
records, edits and deletes
records as needed.

Users who manage the
operation of the system and
perform environmentrelated trouble shooting
tasks.
Component uses who
manage the operation of
the application and perform
application-related trouble
shooting tasks .

Process and review FOIA
requests.

Initial creation and
subsequent administrative
maintenance of request and
appeal records.
Process FOIA Appeals .

User Training

The Contractor shall train system administrators, OIP staff, and all other system users prior to the
implementation of any FOIA ALternation system . Training shall include instructional training and may
include the development and maintenance of a training curricula and documentatioll as directed by
the Government. Specific training requirements will be described by the Government under
individual BPA calls.
Generally, core training shall include system training as well as business process training with the
Contractor preparing varying training curricula, as directed by the Government, depending upon the
type of training required. The Contractor shall also provide supplemental/refresher training as
directed by the Government, in response to system upgradesor enhancements throughout the life of
the BPA. The nature of the training will depend upon the number and complexity of any
enhancements or new requirements to the system.
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Performance Standards

The System shall be accessible to internal users no less than 99.99 percent of the time while the
System is operational. However, the Contractor shall not be responsible if theSystem becomes
inoperative, inaccessible, or non-responsive as a result of malfunction or limitations in the System due
to the fault or negligence of the Government due tofactors external to the system that are the
Government's responsibility (i.e., Government furnished equipment malfunction, network
communications malfunction, etc.).
2.8

Reserved

2.9

System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Tasks

Throughout the course of the project the Contractor will be required to perform its work on the project
in a manner consistent with the Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) methods and pocedures
adopted by DOJ. Each of the BPA Call will describe in detail these SDLC processes with work
elements tasks/steps and project deliverables that must be followed and prepared on the project. The
project requires that the FOIA System be acquired ard/or developed according to the guidance,
principles, and practices set forth in the above-mentioned SDLC. Key elements of the SDLC related to
this effort and required for this project are noted below.
2.9.1

Project Management Plan

Using the Department's stardards and procedures as a basis, the Contractor shall adopt/develop a
Project Management Plan (PMP) detailing its management procedures as they will apply to this effort.
Revisions to the PMP shall occur as needed at the end of each phase. The PMP, whenpossible and
practical, shall utilize the standards and procedures provided by the SDS PMO and will include
processes for:
• Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Schedule Management
• Change Control Management
• Product Acceptance Management
• Communications Management
• Risk Management
• Security Management
• Resource Management, including organization chart, roles and responsibilities
• Financial Management
2.9.2

Project Plan

The Contractor shall prepare a Project Plan that provides a WBS and schedule of all work,
deliverables and work products. The Project Plan will be updated at least every two weeks and an
updated plan shall be submitted along with the b~weekly status reports. The Project Plan shall
contain:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WBS reference numbers.
Description of work to be performed (taS<s).
Resources required to complete the work, including name and position.
Milestones, task relationships and interdependencies, and critical path.
Time phased distribution of labor hours required to complete the work.
Start and end dates (baseline and acb..Jal values).
Hours required for completion (baseline and actual values).
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Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)

The Contractor shall develop a Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM). The RTM will provide a
method for tracking the requirements and theirimplementation through the development and testing
process. The RTM shall include each requirement in the matrix along with its associated source and
reference number. As the project progresses, the RTM shall be updated to reflect each requirement's
status. When the system is ready for system testing, the matrix shall list each requirement, where it is
addressed in the system and what test(s) verify that it is correctly implemented.
2.9.4

Product Evaluation and Acceptance Test Plan and Test Report

The Product Evaluation and Acceptance Test Plan defines the approach, criteria and method to
ensure that COTS, GOTS or other packaged software products proposed as the basis of the FOIA
system conform to the technical requirements imposed on the new system by tie DOJ operating
environment and that any recommended software package appears adequate to satisfy known and
future business, user and technical requirements without excessive modifications. In this task,
proposed software capabilities will be demonstrated against known functional and systems
requirements and a gap analysis will be prepared describing the customizations neededto meet
established requirements. In addition, system operations and maintenance manuals will be reviewed
and the effort needed to upgrade these materials to DOJ and project requirements shall be included in
the gap analysis.
2.9.5

System Design Document

The Contractor shall produce a System Design Document (SOD). The SOD shall identify all relevant
technical, product and operational detals for in the architecture; define interface specifications; identify
key data aggregates; and describe product customizations and configurations to fill known gaps and
meet the established requirements.
2.9.6

Preliminary Design Review/Critical Design Review

Preliminary Design Review (PDR) is held during the Configuration phase to permit an interim review of
initial engineering and design concepts to ensure that the proposed system meets with DOJ approval
and satisfies the identified requirements. The PDR srall include:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Functional Capabilities
Proposed system and functional specifications (functional overview, interfaces, data
constructs, dependencies and assumptions, risks, schedule checkpoints and interim
milestones)
Operational roles and responsibilities
Performance objectives
System platform characteristics
Logical data model

The purpose of the Critical Design Review (CDR) is to review the detailed design of how the system
will meet the defined requirements. The CDR shall reflect the maturity of thesystem design and
provide a greater level of detail than the PDR. The review should demonstrate how the approach is
consistent with the DOJ's Enterprise Architecture, and is adequately secure, robust and maintainable.
2.9.7

Implementation Plan
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The Contractor shall develop an Implementation Plan that governs the implementation of the system
for users in a production processing environment. Upon completion of the draft version of the
Implementation Plan, the document shall be submitted to the COTR for review andapproval. The
Implementation Plan shall at a minimum include a detailed WBS and Master Rollout schedule
identifying all of the tasks that shall be performed during the rollout. The WBS shall also include a list
of pre- and post-implementation tasks. AU tasks must designate who is responsible for task
completion-- the Government (by position- Component Name) or the Contractor.
2.9.8

Contingency Planning

The Contractor shall develop plans for responding to incidents and planning for contingencies that
might impact the new FOIA system. At a mirimum, the plan shall identify critical assets/resources,
potential impacts resulting from unplanned incidents, recovery strategies, and system restoration
priorities. The plan shall be submitted to SOS for eview and approval. Incident reporting and
contingency procedures shall be included in test plans approved for the project.
2.9.9

Security Planning

The Contractor shall support the preparation of a Security Plan (SSP) for the project that, at a
minimum, shall include:
•
•
•

Descriptions of the applicable system security requirements, system boundary,
interconnections, interfaces, and strategy for performing the security certification
Descriptions of the planned technical and non-technical security controls and change conrol
processes.
Rules of Behavior for personnel responsible for operations, support, and maintenance of the
system, including consequences for its violation.

The Contractor shall support updates to the SSP throughout the system life cycle to identify oanges.
2.9.1 0 System Test and Evaluation Master Plan
The Contractor shall develop a System Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) detailing individual
test cases, the test conditions and expected results of each test case. Results of the testing will be
provided to the SDS-designated testing coordinator for review and inspection. This plan, at a
minimum, must demonstrate that the Contractor shall test all functional and systems requirements
detailed in Sections 2.5 and Attachment E, Requirements Matrix, of this document including any
additions/modifications agreed upon in the initial stages of the project and incorporated into the
Requirements Traceability Matrix. For the purposes of this effort, SDS will require as many as four
series of tests, including:
•

Initial System Testing- Initial system testing will commence in the later stages of the
Configuration Phase of the SOLC. This test, likely to be performed prior to moving software
into the DOJ environment, will focus on the verification and validation ci the standardized
system to ensure the proper functioning of any customizations and that the full complement of
required functional requirements have been implemented within the new system. System
installation and configuration procedures will also be created during this activity in preparation
·
for installation in a DOJ environment.

•

System Testing/Integration/Performance Testing- This test will occur as the proposed
software system is moved to the DOJ environment provided by SDS. The test will ensure
proper installation and configuration of the software in the DOJ environment. In addition, this
series of tests will address any requirements/processing variations specific to the various
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components that will utilize the FOIA System, and will ensure the <bility to satisfy required
system interfaces/interactions in the DOJ environment.
•

User Acceptance Testing- Subsequent to integration testing in the DOJ environment, the
User Acceptance test is performed. During the task User Acceptance Test Plans are tpdated,
test results are recorded and the Contingency Plan and Incident Response Plan are tested to
ensure their accuracy and integrity at the Component level.

•

Security and Certification Testing- While much of the documentation required for security
and certification testing will be prepared by the Contractor in earlier phases, actual system
certification will occur in the implementation phase. The requirements of certification testing are
lengthy and are included as a separate section below.

In the Implementation Phase, DOJ shall use the System Test Plan as a primary basis for acceptance
testing. The System Test shall test system functionality, userfeatures, and general performance
characteristics of the system. Changes made due to errors or change; in user requirements will be
reflected in the System Test Plan as additional test cases.
2.9.11

Test Readiness Review

The Test Readiness Review is held after the Configuration phase has been completed. Test plans will
have been fully developed and updated and initial system testing at the Contractor's facility will have
been performed. The purpose of the Test Readiness Review is to demonstrate that all configuration
management procedures have been followed, and the system is ready for installation in the IDJ SDS
environment and final testing prior to production implementation.
2. 9.12

System Data Migration Plan

If directed by OIP, fle Contractor shall develop a detailed plan for migration of required data from
existing system data repositories to the new system. The Vendor will perform the data cleansing for
the active data that is to be migrated. The data to be converted will include only current active records.
The Contractor shall ensure that all data is accounted for and properly incorporated into the data
structures of the new FOIA system. The Contractor shall also take appropriate measures to ensure
original data in the existing systems are not destroyed or altered during the conversion as this system
will be maintained for a lengthy period of time to ensue access to historical information.
2.9.13

Training Plan

The Training Plan provides the detailed approach, method, and plan for delivering FOIA training to
users and DOJ technical support staff. The Training Plan will define the users who will require trainilg
(e.g., users and system administration), identify the training methods to be used (classroom, CBT,
video, etc.), identify required help desk support functions and produce the user operating procedures
and technical training documents needed to ensure proper system operations and support. System
Security Awareness and Rules of Behavior will be integrated into the delivery of this training.
2.9.14

User Support Plan

The User Support Management Plan, Help Desk Management Plan, and the System Operation and
Maintenance Manual (SOMM) are created during this activity. The User Support Management Plan
identifies the methods, approach, and plan for establishing and managing help desk support and for
producing user and administrator documentation for the system.
The Help Desk Management Plan provides guidelines for reporting, logging, tracking, managing, and
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monitoring all reported trouble tickets, as well as the method for providing responses andsystems to
users. The detailed plan for trend analysis and measurementof trouble tickets shall be defined in the
Help Desk Management Plan for continuous improvement.
The System Operation and Maintenance Manual provides detailed procedures and steps for system
operation, maintenance, and troubleshooting for system administators.
2.9.15

Certify and Accredit the FOIA System

The Contractor shall support all Certification and Accreditation activitie& which will be conducted by
the Government. The Contractor shall provide any information needed for the Certification and
Accreditation process and shall follow up on any findings that arise in the process.
At a minimum, the Contractor shall use the following certification and accreditation standards and
guidelines documents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

FIPS 199 Standards for Security Categorization of Federallnformation Systems
FIPS 200 Minimum Security Requirements for Federal Information and Information Systems
DOJ 2640-2E Information Technology Security
DOJ Telecom Network Security Concept of Operations DOJ Security Architecture
DOJ ITSS Standards and Guidelines
NIST Special Publications, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.9.16

NIST SP 800-37 Guidelines for Security Certification and Accreditation of IT Systems and
referenced documents
NIST SP 800-18 Guide for Developing Security Plans for Information Technology Sy;tems
NIST SP 800-30 Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Systems
NIST SP 800-14 Generally Accepted Principles and Practices for Security Information
Technology Systems
NIST SP 800-27 Engineering Principles for Information Technology Security (A Baseline
for Achieving Security)
NIST SP 800-34 Contingency Planning Guide for Information Technology Systems
NIST SP 800-47 Security Guide for Interconnecting Information Technology Systems
NIST SP 800-53 Rev 1 Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems
NIST SP 800-53A Techniques and Procedures for Verification of Security Controls in
Federal Information Technology Systems.
·
Security Testing

The system shall be tested to ensure it meets all security requirements. Contractor shall respond to
findings and shall fix any vulnerabilities that are discovered.
2.9.17

Operations Readiness Review

The Operational Readiness Review is held after successful completion of integration testing, user
acceptance testing and the proper execution of C & A procedures. The purpo~ of the Operations
Readiness Review is to demonstrate that the system has received accreditation, has a defined plan for
implementation, and is ready to be deployed.
2.9.18

System Implementation

Prior to implementation, the application must be shown to be fuly configured and functioning as
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described both in this SPA and the Contractor's proposal, and fully customized, where applicable, to
meet all SPA requirements as identified in this Statement of Work. Systems implementation shall not
commence until C & A processes have been successfully completed, user acceptance testing and
training tasks have been completed to the satisfaction of the COTR, data conversion has been
approved by the COTR, and an ATO has been received. The Implementation will include:
•
•
•
•

Implementation of production software and processes in the established SDS environment.
Training of system users for each of the targeted offices.
Converting and migrating all active FOIA data.
Deploying the system in each of the targeted offices.

The successful completion of the FOIA implementation is a prerequisite to continuing further work
associated with future phases of the FOIA system, in particular the departmentwide implementation.
2.10 BPA Management
2. 10.1 General Requirements
The Contractor shall provide aft management, administration, staffing, planning, scheduling,
procurement, etc., for all items or services required by theBPA and/or BPA Call. This shall include,
but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

All activities associated with recruiting and hiring staff, such asadvertising, screening
applicants, interviewing, reference checking, etc~
Screening and processing prospective contract staff to ensure that all Contractor employees
used under this BPA meet personnel hiring and security clearance requirements;
All activities associated with management of the Contractor's facilities that may be utilized,
including obtaining space, equipment, furniture, supplies, maintenance, etc;
Ensuring facilities used for the Contractor's performance of thisBPA meet all physical security
requirements of the BPA;
Planning, scheduling and procuring airfare, lodding accommodations, and ground
transportation for all approved travel by Contractor personnel. Ensuring that invoiced travel
costs are itemized in accordance with the GovernmEnt travel guidelines in effect at the time of
travel;
Planning for and making all necessary arrangements to ensure that Contractor personnel
performing field work have all necessary supplies and equipment by the time theyarrive at the
site;
Procuring items/services on behalf of the Government. Ensuring that open market
procurements are properly documented to prove price competition was obtained, or justification
for not obtaining competition; if use of GSA schedules is authorized, the Contractor shall ollow
the requirements of FAR Subpart 8.4 before placing the order;
Assembling billing data and billing back-up materials, including all time and materials needed
for preparing any responses to Government billing rejection letters. Generating, distributig,
and tracking invoices, including generating reports and responding to inquiries regarding
invoice status, tracking which deliverables and/or units have been hvoiced and which have
not, etc.;
Tracking and reporting on Government-furnished materials, such as Government-furnished
equipment and furniture. The Contractor is responsible for adequate care and safekeeping of
all Government-furnished materials, including inventorying, tracking and reporting, etc. The
Contractor shall reimburse the Government fa any Government furnished materials lost or
stolen while in the Contractor's safekeeping; and
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All activities associated with managing subcontractors, such as identifying and qualifying them,
negotiating subcontracts, obtaining Government approval for thEir use, reviewing invoices,
ensuring compliance with the security and other requirements of thisBPA, etc.

The above items shall be included in the pricing estimates for the applicable service.
2. 10.2

Key Personnel

The positions listed below are considered key positions for this SPA. Individual SPA Calls may identify
additional labor categories/persons as key personnel.
•
•
•

Project Manager
Lead System Developer
Lead Business Analyst

Any individual performing work under the SPA and identified as a key personnel is subject to the
following:
•
•

•

Replacement of any key personnel is subject to the prbr written approval of the COTR;
Requests for replacement shall include a resume containing a description of position duties
and qualifications of the individual proposed. The resume shall be of sufficient detail to
demonstrate that the proposed individual is capal:1e of performing his/her duties; and
Contractor proposals to move any key personnel off theBPA or from one part of the BPA to
another shall be submitted in writhg at least 30 days in advance of the proposed move, and
are subject to the approval of the COTR. This includes approval of the proposed replacement.

The Contractor's Project Manager shall meet with the COTR and/or the COTR's designee on a weekly ·
basis to review scheduling, priorities, funding, performance issues, and other projectrelated matters.
In addition, weekly and monthly status reports must be presented to the COTR to assess planned
versus actual progress. There will be face-to-face status-specific meetings weekly and monthly, or as
requested by the COTR, between the appropriate Contractor managers, members of the COTR's staff,
and other Government officials. Brief written minutes for each of these meetings will be required; the
minutes should be produced within two work days of the meeting, state all agreements reached, list all
pending action items, and attach all relevant handouts used at the meeting. Minutes shall be
distributed to all meeting attendees.
2.1 0.3

Training of Contractor Staff

The Contractor shall be responsible for providing trained, experienced staff to perform the work under
this SPA, and for continuously monitoring, managing and controlling the work. The Contractor shall
make its best efforts to retain staf that have gained experience on this BPA, and to minimize staff
turnover.
The Contractor shall train its own staff so as to ensure that all personnel are able to perform their
duties under the BPA and each SPA Call satisfactorily. For example, the Contector shall train its own
staff in system procedures. This may require staff training in the specific technology area- such as
the system architecture, or database integrity. The Contractor shall also provide training for its staff
should any System UPJrades occur (new releases, patches, etc. of any system software product).
Upon request, the Contractor shall furnish the COTR with formal documentation of the training
provided to Contractor staff including testing tools for determining whether individua employees have
achieved required competence levels. Training of contractor staff is not separately billable under this
SPA.
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In addition to job-specific or professional training, the Contractor shall ensure that its employees on
this SPA are trained on "SPA-specific" issues such as DOJ ethics, standards of conduct, individual
conflicts of interest, confidentiality requirements, DOJ security requirements, security clearance
processes and terminology, the function of reporting, and the importance of quaity control and quality
assurance. Contractor managers shall also be educated in the terms and conditions of theBPA.
2.1 0.4

Quality Assurance and Quality Control

The Contractor shall ensure that all documented guidelines and operating procedures for quality
assurance/control are followed for all areas of performance. The Contractor shall develop and
implement additional quality assurance/control procedures as necessary to ensure all work performed
is in accordance with standards prescribed in this SPA for the duration of the SPA. Contractor shall
stress to its staff the importance of quality control and quality assurance.
Within the specifications of the SPA, the guidance of procedures manuals, and the direction of the
COTR, Contractor personnel shall perform all activities on their own initiative. This will require a high
degree of resourcefulness and the exercise of sound judgment. Contractor personnel shall perform
the SPA activities independently and shall exercise professional judgment and discretion h making
decisions and recommendations for the successful completion of the activities. As appropriate,
Contractor shall make suggestions to the COTR to improve operational procedures and shall obtain
COTR approval prior to implementing any precedent-setting decisions.
The importance to the Department of quality control cannot be overstated. The Department is
committed to quality work. Frequently, work must be performed under rigid time constraints without
sacrificing attention to detail and quality. Tre Contractor must perform quality control reviews, as
needed, for each functional area of the BPA. Without significantly slowing the flow of work, these
quality control reviews should, to the extent possible, include reviews of valid samples of work at
critical stages in the work flow to verify the accuracy of the work before proceeding to the next stages
of work. The Contractor's reviews shall address the following:
•
•

Ensure personnel are following all established guidelines and procedures; and
Identify appropriate modifications to procedures manuals or other corrective actions to
improve efficiency or remedy deficiencies.

After each quality assurance review, Contractor shall provide a written findings and recommendations
report to the COTR.
2.1 0.5

Status Meetings

2.10.5.1 Weekly Team Status Meetings
The Contractor Project Manager, the Government Project Manager, and other key members of the
Project Team as necessary will conduct a weekly status meeting. The weekly status meeting will
review the project schedule, project costs, risks, current project activities, neaFterm project activities,
resource requirements, outstanding issues, etc. for the preceding reporting period.
2.1 0.5.2 Monthly Executive Status Meetings
A monthly executive status meeting will be conducted by tte Contractor Project Manager, the
Government Project Manager, the executive sponsor and/or delegates and other key members of the
Project Team, as necessary. The monthly status meetings will review the project schedule, project
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costs, risks, current project activities, near-term project activities, outstanding issues, etc. for the
preceding reporting period.
2.10.6

Management Reports

The Contractor shall, at a minimum, establish and maintain appropriate tracking systems, which shall
enable it to prepare and submit the management reports required. Creation and maintenance of these
tracking systems is not separately billable. Costs for copying reports for distribution are not separately
billable.
In performance of this BPA, the Contractor shall use reporting guidelines established by the SDS
Program Management Office including but not limited to the following:
2.1 0.6.1

Weekly Project Status Dashboard Report

The Contractor Project Manager shall produce a regular weekly project status report consistent with
the requirements of the SDS PMO reporting guidelines.
2.10.6.2

Weekly System Status Report

The Contractor Project Manager shall produce a weekly Status Report for distribution and presentation
one day prior to the Weekly Status Meeting. This report shall provide more aetailed information on
status, risks, issues and milestones than the weekly status report and will provide updated task
estimates to complete and staff utilization summaries for the period.
2.1 0.6.3

Monthly System Status Report

The Contractor Project Manager shall produce a Monthly Status Report one day prior to the Monthly
Executive Status Meeting. The Report shall review the project schedule, project costs, risks, current
project activities, near-term project activities, outstanding issues, etc. for the precedng reporting
period and provide a financial accounting of project cost to-date and estimates to complete.
2.1 0.6.4

Monthly SPA Summary Report

The Contractor Project Manager shall produce a summary reporton all SPA Calls issued under this
SPA. Minimum content requirements are listed below. The COTR will approve the format of the
report. The Contractor shall modify the format or subject content of the reports at the direction of the
COTR. Additionally, the COTR may require the Contractor to submitad hoc reports, oral or written on
any SPA Call, as needed.
SPA Call number
DOJ component
Date order issued and amount
For each modification: date issued and amount
Funds expended and remaining
Estimated funds necessary to complete
Summary of accomplishments during the period and planned activities for the next period
In addition, each SPA Call will identify reports to be submitted to the ACOTR.
2.1 0.6.5

Weekly Production Status Report- Post-Implementation
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At the commencement of production processing at the conclusion of Phase 1, the Contractor shall
report weekly on system and user issues associated with system operations. Reports describing
system incidents (and their resystems), Help Desk activities, system and user administration activities
shall be prepared and delivered to the SDS PMO. The specific details of this report shall be agreed
upon as part of the Phase 1 Operations and Maintenance Support Plan.
2.10.6.6

Monthly Production Report- Post Implementation

A statistical and narrative report summarizing the activities a1d metrics noted above shall be prepared
by the seventh calendar day of the month following the subject month of the report. As above, the
specific details of this report shall be agreed upon as part of the Phase 1 Operations and Maintenance
Support Plan and will include change requests, security incidents/issues, and quality control
issues/proposed improvements.
2.10.6.7

Government-Owned Property Report

The purpose of this report is to maintain current and accurate records of the property ype, location,
identification number, and quantity of any property furnished to the Contractor by the Government or
acquired by the Contractor on behalf of the Government for use under thisBPA. The Contractor
should note that this may include computer and other equipment, computer software, etc. To support
this function, the Contractor shall conduct a quarterly review of all Governmentowned property in its
custody and document and update these holdings. This report shall be delivered to the COTR at the
close of business on a day to be specified by the COTR following the close of the reporting period.
The report shall contain, at a minimum, the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Item type
Item description
Make and model
Serial number
DOJ inventory number
Leased or purchased
Month/Year invoiced, if purchased for DOJ
Warranty/maintenance information
Current location (building/room)
Previous location or disposition
Project for which originally acquired
Acquisition cost (if known)
Property Classification

2.11 Government Facilities
The SDS PMO is located in the Patrick Henry Building at 601 Suite 1300 D Street N.W. Washington,
DC 20530 Suite 1300. OIP is located at 1425 New York Avenue N.W. Washington, DC 20530, Suite
11050. Status meetings will be conducted at OIP's offices unless otherwise instructed.
Technical work performed associated with this effort (e.g., programming, debugging, testing, etc.) can
be performed at the DOJ Systems Development Services (SDS) located in the Patrick Henry Building
Prior arrangements are required including the approval of the COTR and the assigned SDS Project
Manager.
For the purposes of this effort, integration testing, security testing and certification, conversion data
preparation, and user acceptance testing must be performed inside government facilities which will
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include the SDS facilities within the Patrick Henry Building and data processing facilities managed by
SDS but located in the DOJ's Rockville, MD data center facility.
The target data processing facility for the FOIA System will be the SDS facilities located within DOJ's
Rockville data center facility. More information is available regarding these facilities in Sections2.3
and 2.14 pertaining to Technical Standards and Technical Environment.
2.12 Contractor Facilities
Any contractor and/or subcontractor facility(ies) that may be used to access, store or process FOIA
system data must be equipped with appropriate security systems and protocols as described in
Sections 2.5.4.1. If required, any costs to implement and maintain such security measures at
contractor's facilities are the responsibility of the contractor and are not separately billable.
2.13 Manuals and Documentation
The Contractor shall develop and distribute user procedures manuals for ead1 Component utilizing the
FOIA system. Each manual shall be a complete guide to the performance of all activities associated
with a particular function. The manuals shall progressively describe, in narrative fashion, each step
involved in performing the activities. The manuals shall be divided into logical sections or chapters
that can be used independently by personnel that perform a particular function. The manual for each
Component shall contain a comprehensive table of contents and a comprehensive irdex. The
manuals shall be provided to pertinent project personnel in a format that permits the incorporation of
new instructions and revisions without the need to rewrite or reorder the entire manual. In addition, the
contractor shall develop and maintah comprehensive system operations and maintenance/support
manuals throughout the course of the project. Copies of all manuals shall be maintained at the DOJ's
offices and kept up-to-date. Quantities and deliverable date of the soft and hard copy manuals shall be
described in each of the BPA Call.
2.14 Operations and Maintenance of the FOIA system
While the DOJ will provide an operating environment and Data Center support personnel for the FOIA
system, the DOJ will require software support, software maintenan<e, system administration training,
and production performance monitoring support for the FOIA system from the Contractor throughout
the life of the BPA. As stipulated by the BPA Call, Ule Contractor shall prepare and deliver a detailed
Support and Maintenance plan for this effort. This plan will include change control management
procedures, user procedures, help desk plans and system administration and management
procedures for operations support and maintenance of the FOIA production system. A responsibity
matrix describing the roles and responsibilities associated with providing operation and maintenance
support services to the FOIA is included asAttachment E, Responsibility Matrix
2.14.1

Software Maintenance

The Contractor shall provide software maintenarce including software fixes, patches and upgrades for
all required application software components (including application specific database components) of
the FOIA system for the duration of thisBPA.
2.14.2

Hardware Maintenance

SDS through its relationship will OSS shall be responsible for hardware maintenance for hardware
utilized for the FOIA system unless hardware has been provided by the Contractor. In these cases,
Contractor shall also be required to provide hardware maintenance for the provided componentsfor
the duration of the BPA.
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System Operations

Following the acceptance of the FOIA system implementation, Contractor shall be responsible for
ensuring the new FOIA system is properly configured and running successfully in the SDS operating
environment. Contractor shall be assisted by DOJ's assigned SDS project manager who will work with
the Contractor's representatives and be responsible for ensuring the FOIA system receives proper
systems administration support in the SDS environment, including: adffluate server-based hardware
and processing priorities, adequate data communications and system access services, operating
system patches and upgrades as required and consistent with the upgrades applied to the FOIA
application, back-up services and disaster recovery/contingency planning services if required.
The Contractor will be responsible for applying application software upgrades and maintenance,
application-specific database management and maintenance services, system production incident and
performance reporting as described in Sections 2.1 0.4 and 2.1 0.5 (BPA Management) of this
document and ensuring proper systems administration services are provided by trained user technical
staff and SDS personnel.
2.14.4

Configuration Management

The Contractor shall ensure proper change management and control of the FOIA system throughout
the life of the BPA. This includes development and maintenance of a Configuration Management Plan
(CMP) to manage all requests and changes to the system. The CMP should include a method for
documenting, tracking, and managing change requests from inception through n:system. The
Contractor will be responsible for tracking, managing, and controlling all change requests, problem
reports, report requests, etc. In addition, the Contractor will provide a written analysis of the problem
or request, an estimate of the time and cost to resolve the problem or request, and an analysis of the
impact on the overall system, if any. All requests for changes not related to the immediate restoratin
of system services will be submitted for review and approval to the DOJ prior to initiating work on the
correction or enhancement.
2.14.5

User Support/Help Desk

The Contractor shall support the provision of proper Help Desk support services to system users Jy:
planning for help desk services for the FOIA system, training Help Desk support personnel and by
providing Tier 3 support for questions and issues requiring extensive knowledge of the software
application. The initial contact for problems with the FOIAsystem will be JCON and, as such, the
Contractor will be responsible for preparing training materials and training sessions for JCON
personnel. The second tier of Help Desk suppa1 is to be performed jointly by Participating
Components' technical representatives and SDS personnel. The Contractor will be responsible for
resolving calls/incidents beyond the knowledge of OIP and the SDS team and in the future,
participating components, for training these individuals in order to minimize the number of
calls/incidents that require Tier 3 support directly from the Contractor. For further detail see
Attachment B: Help Desk Escalation Workflow.
The Contractor shall be responsible for planning the coordination between the user support
professionals and to ensure all calls are tracked, monitored and are resolved in a timely manner. The
Contractor shall plan to provide access to qualified support personnel between the hours of ?am?pm
Eastern Time, Monday through Friday.
2.14.6

Technical Support Training

In preparing OIP and SDS personnel for the Help Desk support tasks described above and to ensure
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effective knowledge transfer of the technical aspects of the FOIA system, the Contractor will be
required to prepare and deliver technically-oriented training to at least eleven (11) OIP and SDS
personnel. This training will include the user training components and user proceduresas detailed in
the training plan described in Section 2.9.13 of this document. In addition, the Contractor's technical
training will include user management and administration training, application administration training,
proper system configuration and installation procedures, system recovery procedures and system
change control procedures.
2.14. 7

System Enhancements

The development of the FOIA sysem will occur in multiple phases. The primary objective of the initial
phase is to develop a FOIA electronic tracking and processing system supporting OIP's operations.
Additional functionality, users and interfaces will be provided in a planned future Jilases. Subsequent
to the initial implementation of the FOIA system and in the initial support period, both DOJ and the
Contractor may consider providing additional scheduled software updates, minor useFrequested
modifications and enhancements, and/or Cortractor identified improvements in those cases in which
the provision of additional functions and features can be provided in an expedited manner and cannot
be easily deferred to a later release of the software (i.e., in future phases). The c-ontractor shall
develop a Life Cycle Management Plan (LCM), in accordance with the DOJ SDLC, that will establish
guidelines, activities, and schedules for planning, designing, developing, testing, and implementing
future software releases and planning for the possibilty of emergency releases to resolve system bugs ·
or to incorporate mission-critical enhancements required prior to the next scheduled release date.
2.15 Implementation Tasks and Deliverables
The Contractor shall provide all management, administration, staffing planning, scheduling, procuring,
etc. for all items and services pertinent to each Component's implementation. Each SPA Call shall
outline implementation deliverables and due dates.
'component Implementation Analysis

2.15.1

The Contractor will be required to begin the analysis and development and deployment of the FOIA
system for components based on requirements specific to the component& as they are developed.
The Contractor shall prepare a written Work Performance Plan for the Government to review and
approve. The Contracting Officer's Technical Representative (COTR) shall work with the Contractor to
develop a format for the plan. However, at a minimum, the plan shall detail how the work will be
performed, including how the System shall be configured, integrated, tested, and deployed; the
proposed project time frames and milestones, potential obstacles that may arise during performance;
and recommended systems to these obstacles. The Work Performance Plan shall be submitted to the
(COTR) within fifteen (15) calendar days of the SPA Call, and will ultimately be reviewed by the
Department's Office of the Chief Information Officer, EnterpriseSystems Staff, Systems Development
Service (OCIO/ESS/SDS).
2.15.1.1
(a)

Roles and Responsibilities
The Contractor shall be responsible for:
• Developing the business capabilities and functional requirements for additional
components.
• Conducting requirements-gathering sessions with the components' FOIA users and
other identified user groups.
• Developing system enhancement plan and aRJroach, including system
recommendations.
• Developing a deployment approach and timeline for the components.
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The Government shall be responsible for:
• Facilitating requirements-gathering sessions.
• Reviewing and approving gathered business capabilities, functional requirements,
and recommended systems.
• Reviewing and approving approach and timeline for subsequent phases.
Deliverables

2.15.1.2

The deliverables provided to the Government by the Contractorto include:
• Business capabilities and functional requirements for the components' deployment of the
FOIA system.
• Approach and project plan for a component's deployment of the FOIA system.
• Recommended system for a component's deployment of the FOIA system
2.15.2

Project Planning

The Project Planning activity shall formally kickoff the FOIA Automation project with the Contractor.
Existing artifacts developed by the government shall be reviewed with the Contractor and a project
management plan/project schedule plan shall be established and agreed upon. If the contractcr has
proposed COTS, or similar, software the Contractor will demonstrate these products to the
government and establish their appropriateness for the new FOIA Automation system. Finally, the
functional requirements document will be confirmed and updated.
2.15.2.1

Roles and Responsibilities:

(a)

The Contractor shall be responsible for:
• Participating in the kickoff meetings to review all government artifacts relatedto the
FOIA Automation project;
• Reviewing, validating and updating the functional requirements provtled by the
government;
• Demonstrating the suitability of any COTS, or similar, software products proposed
as part of the Contractor's system; and
• Developing a Project Management Plan (PMP) and a detailed project schedule for
implementing the FOIA Automation project.

(b)

The Government will be responsible for:
• Participating in the kickoff meetirgs to review existing artifacts;
• Providing and facilitating detailed analysis ofthe FOIA business model and current
functional requirements;
• Reviewing and approving proposed software system for the FOIA Automation
System;
• Reviewing and approving the PMP and FOIA Altomation project plan/schedule;
and
• Providing PMO materials and guidance to the Contractor's personnel

2.15.2.2

Deliverables

The deliverables
•
•
•

provided to the Government by the Contractor include:
Updated Functional Requirements Document.
Software Product Acceptance Plan, Demonstration.
Project Management Plan.
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Project Plan/Schedule.
Updated (project-specific) PMO planning documents.

Development and Configuration

The Development activity will require the Contractor (onsite or offsite) to develop/customize the
recommended system to fulfill the requirements outlined by FOIA and the OCIO team and to plan the
professional implementation of the system at DOJ.
2.15.3.1

Roles and Responsibilities:

(a)

The Contractor shall be responsible for:
• Developing a comprehensive design for the FOIA Automation system.
• Conducting design reviews with government representatives to secure approval of
the system's overall design.
• Developing comprehensive planning documents for the following topics:
implementation, contingencies, system support and maintenance, security, and
certification and accreditation.
• Support for the certification processes.
• Providing updates on the status of development to he Government, possibly
software demonstrations, if required to establish that the work is sufficient to pass
the Test Readiness Control Gate.

(b)

The Government will be responsible for:
• Providing and facilitating detailed analysis ofthe FOIA business model and current
functional requirements- as needed.
• Participating in application demonstrations on behalf of the FOIA team.
• Reviewing development updates and approving change orders- as needed.
• Reviewing plans for accuracy and completeness.
• Test Readiness Control Gate approval.

2.15.3.2

Deliverables

The deliverables
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

provided to the Government by the Contractor include:
Updated Functional Requirements document
Requirements Traceability Matrix
Data Model
System Design Document
Software Customizations
Implementation Plan
Contingency Plan
Support for Certification and Accreditation (C&A): the contractor shall provide all
information needed for the C&A process as required, and shall complete action
items and findings that result from C&A.
• Support and Maintenance Plan (including user support, Helpdesk)
• Regular Status Reports as noted in Soction 2.1 0, SPA Management

2.15.4

Integration and Testing

Integration and testing activities are designed to ensure that the FOIA Automation system is
performing in accordance with estaljished requirements and can be used effectively and securely in
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the DOJ processing environment. During this activity, the initial implementation participan~OIP) and
OCIO/SDS will confirm that defined requirements are met by the new application. In addlbn, a data
migration plan will be prepared.
2.15.4.1

Roles and Responsibilities

(a)

The Contractor shall be responsible for:
•
Developing testing approaches, test plans and test data for each specific set of
tests- system, integration, user acceptance and possiljy performance (refer to
Section 2.9- SDLC for more details)
•
Conducting required tests, evaluating results and updating the system as required.
•
Mitigating test failure points including keeping a detailed register of test results in
accordance with change control procedures agreed upon with the government.

(b)

The Government will be ~esponsible for:
• Providing a test environment for system testing, integration testing, security testing
and user acceptance testing
• Providing technical support to assist the Contractor in performing and completing
each required test
• Reviewing and approving test approaches, test plans and test results
• Ensuring proper user participation in User Acceptance Testing
• Review and approval of data migration plan and the installation and configuration
procedures manual

2.15.4.2

Deliverables

The deliverables provided to the Government by the Contractor include:
•
System Test and Evaluation Master Plan
•
Requirements Traceability Matrix Updates
•
System Test Model, Test/Use Cases, Expected results
•
System Test Results and Sigrr-off
•
Integration Test Plan, Results and Sigrr-off
•
U.ser Acceptance Test Plan, Results and Sigrr-off
•
System Installation and Configuration Procedures

2.15.5

Data Conversion and Migration

Data conversion and migration services includes changing electronic or hard copy data maintained in
existing Department or Component legacy feeder systems formats into the FOIA system formats and
then loading it into the system. Conversions may be required across operating systems and/or
hardware platforms or between different databases and applications. It applies to application files and
end-user database files. Activities may include data analysis and cleansing, creating file inventories,
developing strategies and procedures for and conducting data ronversions and ports, reconciling data
and acceptance testing activities. The Contractor shall also develop procedures and propose
methods for performing file migration with a minimum disruption to endusers. At the discretion of the
Government, the Contractor shall design, develop, test, and implement methods of verifying and
documenting converted FOIA data. The Department or Components may use additional support
contractors to assist with legacy system data extraction and cleansing.
2.15.5.1

Roles and Responsibilities
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(a)

The Contractor shall be responsible for:
•
•
•
•

(b)

•
•
•

Providing information regarding existing data and data migration requirements.
Providing the hardware environment for data migration.
Providing technical support to assist the Contractor in performing and completing
the data migration
Reviewing and approving data migration approaches, data migration plans, and
data validation plan.
Ensuring proper user participation in User Acceptance Testing
Review and approval of migrated data.

Deliverables

The deliverables
•
•
•
•
2.15.6

Developing data migration approaches, data migration plans, and data validation
plan.
Conducting and completing the data migration to the satisfaction of the DOJ.
Validating the accuracy of the migrcted data and support government in validation
and acceptance testing.
Mitigating of issues with migrated data.

The Government will be responsible for:
•
•
•

2.15.5.2

FOIA Automation System

provided to the Government by the Contractorto include:
Data Migration Strategy
System Data Migration Plan
Data migration technical design
Data migration testing and validation plan

Training

Formal training will be conducted to introduce the product to FOIA users and SDS technical support
personnel. It is recommended that various user functions and technical support requirements be
reflected in the development of training materials and cLrriculum. Additional information regarding user
training requirements is provided in Section 2.6.2. Training requirements for technical and support
personnel are provided in Sections 2.14.5 and 2.14.6.
2.15.6.1

Roles and Responsibilities

(a)

The Contractor shall be responsible for:
• Developing training plans and approaches
• Developing training materials for all types of user, technical and support roles
• Developing training schedules
• Conducting multiple training sessions
• Developing user procedures manuals

(b)

The Government will be responsible for:
• Reviewing and approving training approach and plans
• Reviewing and approving training materials
• Reviewing and approving user manuals
• Providing facilities for training sessions
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Ensuring proper user participatbn in training sessions
Participating in scheduled training sessions
Approving completion of training prior to system implementation

Deliverables

The deliverables
•
•
•
•
2.15. 7

FOIA Automation System

provided to the Government by the Contractor indlde:
Training approaches and plans
Training materials
User procedures manual
Preproduction Training Report

Deployment

The deployment activity would require the Contractor to install and implement the
developed/configured application within the DOJ produ::tion environment In addition, the contractor
would also provide support services to the DOJ user base and desktop support personnel as part of
the initial start-up.
SDS, in cooperation with a Vendor Technical Point of Contact, will mitigate product iss.~es and avoid
misunderstandings and confusion about the product during customization and deployment This will
assist users early on in the learning process to understand the product, so better decisions can be
made by OIP and SDS.
2.15. 7.1

Roles and Responsibilities:

(a)

The Contractor shall be responsible for:
• Supporting the DOJ technical C & A tasks including the development and approval
of all supporting documentation
• Completing data migration and training tasks to the satisfaction of the DOJ
• Completing Application Installation in the production environment and Configuration
Procedures
• With the assistance of DOJ representatives, installing the application across the
user base within the DOJ environment and providing initial support

(b)

The Government shall be responsible for:
• Providing the production processing facilities for installation of the new application
• Providing lists of required users/requirements by user
• Reviewing and approving data migration and training efforts
• Facilitating DOJ technical C & A activities
• Conducting Operations Readiness Review
• Installation assistance technical support
• Acceptance of installed application

2.15. 7.2

Deliverables

The deliverables
•
•
•

i

provided to the Government by the Contractor include:
Updated Requirements Traceability Matrix
Approved Data Migration Report
Approved Training Report
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Completed Application Installation and Configuration Plans/Documents
Application installed and operational in DOJ environment

Operations and Maintenance

The Operations and Maintenance activity will require the Contractor to work in conjunction with the
DOJ to provide support and maintenance services to user and technical personnel while the system is
in use at DOJ. Refer to Section 2.14, Operations and Maintenance, of this document for specific
details. The support option is for the term of the BPA and subsequent BPA Calls.
2.15.8.1

Roles and Responsibilities

(a)

The Contractor shall be responsible for:
• Developing Operations and Maintenance Plan
• Providing support and maintenance functions for the new repla:;ement application
as defined in Section 2.14 of this document
• Tracking and reporting operations and maintenance activities/issues as described
in Section 2.1 0.6 of this document
• Providing support across the user base for initial use

(b)

The Government shall be responsible for:
• Reviewing and approving Operations Support and Maintenance Plan
• Reviewing and approving Production Status Reports
• Other tasks in support of a comprehensive operations support effort as described in
Section 2.14 of this document.

2.15.8.2

Deliverables

The deliverables provided to the Government by the Contractor include:
• Updated Operations Support and Maintenance Support Plan(s)
• Weekly Production Status Reporting (See 2.1 0.6.5)
• Monthly Production Report (See 2.1 0.6.6)
2.15.9

Other Related Services

There may be other related FOIA, project management, or information technology professional
services required for the successful accomplishment of the FOIA system implementation. Examples
include research, analysis, and presentations. At the discretim of the Government, the Contractor
shall facilitate briefings and/or work groups consisting of Government subject matter experts and/or
Component representatives. In these instances, the Contractor may be expected to have prepared for
the topic of discussion by researching current processes and existing laws and/or federal regulations
or guidance. Services may also include security-related work. The Contractor may work with other
SDS support contractors, Components and their support contractors, and aniV&V support contractor.
3.

Deliveries and Performance

3.1 BPA Term
The term of this BPA is from the date of award throughfive years from date of award, subject to the
Contractor maintaining and/or renewing its GSA, FSS contract and a determination by the
Administrative Contracting Officer that this BPA is still considered the best value.
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1 Introduction
The Systems Development Service (SDS) is responsible for the planning, coordination and facilitation of
application development, maintenance and operation activities . SDS maintains and operates its own
development environment to facilitate software development. This development environment consists of servers
and workstations residing in 10.11 .73/24 subnet of the JCON network and is capable of supporting at least 20
developers working on the same project simultaneously.

2 Networking
2. 1 Network Diagram
SDS Development Environment
Network Diagram 3/2/07

~

·-·- ·· - - ---·----···--····----·----··-

10.11 .73124 Network

Workstation
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SDS-DEV-SQL
10.11.73.4
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SDS·VSTFS
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SDS-V-HOST1
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• __ .... _.
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Tape Drive
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2.2 Connectivity
SeNers are connected to SDS Development network (subnet 10.11. 73/24) via the Cisco switch which is
connected to the room's patch panel. All seNers will participate in SDS-JMD domain as domain member
seN er.

3 Hardware
3.1 Rack Location in 10th Floor, PHB
3.1.1 Rack Layout
Rack was installed in conformance to standards .
All equipment was labeled on the front of each device.

Switch to 10.11 .73/24 subnet

HP TFT7600RKM 1U KVM

NTRAAPP01

Compaq Proliant 3000 Pll 300M Hz

SDS-V-HOST1

HP Dl380 G4 X3 .4GHz 2MB-HPM

SDS- DEV-VSTS

HP Dl380 G4 X3.4GHz 2MB-HPM

SDS-DEV-SQL

HP Ol380 G4 X3.4GHz 2MB-HPM

PLANETS

HP DL380 G3 2 .8GHz 2MB

SDS-PROJ

HP DL380 G3 2.8GHz 2MB
R1500 UPS
R3000 UPS

3.1.2 Server Specifications
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Server Name

Hardware

Software

Applications

SDS-PROJ

Compaq Proliant DL380
G4
2 P3.4G Processors
2GB memory
160GB HD

Windows 2003 Server, SP1
MS Project Server 2003
Windows Sharepoint Services

Project server and WSS

PLANETS

Compaq Proliant DL380
G4
2 P3.4G Processors
2GB memory
160GB HD

Windows 2003 Server, SP1
MS Virtual Server

Virtual Machine

NTRAAPP01

Compaq Proliant 6500
4 PIII500M Processor
4GB memory
72GB HD

Windows 2000 Server . SP4

Oracle Forms

SDS-DEV-SQL

HP DL380 G4 HPM
2 X3.4G Processors
12G memory_

Windows 2003 Server
Microsoft SQL 2005 Server

SQL 2005 db instance
SQL 2005 Analysis Services

SDS-VSTFS

HP DL380 G4 HPM
2 X3.4G Processors
BG Memory_

Windows 2003 Server
Visual Studio Team Foundation
Server

SQL 2005 Reporting Services

SDS-V-HOST1

HP DL380 G4 HPM
2 X3.4G Processors
BG Memory

Windows 2003 Server
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005

Virtual Host for Test Environment
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3.2 Rack Location in Suite 1300, PHB
3.2.1 Rack Layouts
lr-~1-=-:30=-=o~R=-a-c-=-k-.

Switch to 10.11.73/24 subnet

HP TFT5600RKM 1U KVM
HP SOL T 110/220

DEVAPP03

HP OL380 G3 2-2.8GHz 3.5GB

DEVAPP04

HP DL380 G3 2-2.8GHz 3.5GB

DEVAPP01

HP OL380 G3 2-2.8GHz 3.5GB

DEV-DOMAIN

HP DL380 G3 2-2.8GHz 3.5GB
R1500 UPS
R3000 UPS

3.2.2 Server Specifications
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Server Name

Hardware

Software

Applications

DEV-DOMAIN

Compaq Proliant DL382
1 Pentium 2.8G HT,
3.5 GB Memory
218GB HD

Windows 2000 Server, SP4
Veritas Backup Exec 8.x
CA eTrust Antivirus v7 .1.192

AD, DNS, file share , Backup
Server

DEVAPP01

Compaq Proliant DL380

Windows 2000 Server, SP4

WSUS, MS SOL Server
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Server Name

DEVAPP04
Rational Server

DEVAPP03
JRun Application
Server

Applications

Hardware

Software

G3
2 P2.8G Processors HT
3.5 GB memory
64GB HD

CA eTrust Antivirus v7.1.192
liS 5.0
SQL Server 2000

Compaq Proliant DL380
G3
2 P2.8G Processors HT
3.5 GB memory
218GB HD

Windows 2000 Server, SP4
CA eTrust Antivirus v7.1.192
Rational

Rational software

Compaq Proliant DL380
G3
2 P2.8G Processors HT
4 Processors
3.5 GB memory
218GB HD

Windows 2000 Server, SP4
CA eTrust Antivirus v7.1.192
liS 5.0
Jrun 4.0
JReport 7.0
Oracle 9.2 client
Java 2 Runtime SE v1.4.1_02

•
•
•

•
•

AAGA-Dashboard
Dashboard
ADS
JACCS
JReport

Microsoft .Net Framework
1.1/Hotfix

SDS-DEV-DNS

Compaq Proliant 3000

Windows 2000 Server, SP4
CA eTrust Antivirus v7.1.192

AD,DNS

1 PII300M Processor
320MB memory
_cJ2GB HQ_

-~

4 Software
4. 1 Database
The following relational database are supported on development environment:: Microsoft SOL Server 2000
and 2005, Oracle

4.2 Web
The following web servers are supported on development environment: JRun and Tomcat for Java EE
development. liS for Microsoft ASP and ASP.Net development

4.3 Other
Version Control- Rational ClearCase and Visual Studio Team Foundation Server
Data Modeling - Rational Rose and Visual Studio 2005
Performance Testing- Rational Robot and Visual Studio Team Foundation Server
Project Management - Microsoft Project Server 2003
Collaborative Tool- Microsoft Sharepoint Services

5 Server Management and Back Up
All servers are managed via Active Directory and domain policy. All security patching is done by Windows
Server Update Service automatically. Backing up of the server is performed by HP StorageWorks SDLT
110/200 tape drive located in PHB 1300. Incremental backups are performed nightly and full backups are
done once a week on the weekends.
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1 Introduction
The Enterprise Solutions Hosting Project (ESHP) provides a standard application hosting
infrastructure for Systems Development Staff (SDS) and other Department of Justice (D01)
components. The hosting environment is designed to provide a highly available, scalable, and
flexible environment that supports several platforms. The architecture leverages existing and
planned infrastructure and resources, thus allowing maximum benefit and lower costs.
The goal for ESHP is to create a standard hosting infrastructure for SIAS applications and
eventually any DOJ application. The ESHP Vision:
•
•
•
•
•

Deliver hosting as a service
Reduced effort and rapid time to deployment
Higher availability
More manageable
Lower Total Cost of Ownership

ESHP was developed jointly by SDS and the Operations Services Staff (OSS) who met to
combine a set of joint requirements that would be consistent with CIO's Enterprise Architecture.
The eventual full scope of ESHP would include High, Moderate and Low service levels that
could accommodate all DOJ application requirements.

1.1 Current Scope
The ESHP design currently covers the Moderate level service offering only. As such, it is
implemented in the Justice Data Center in Rockville only. There is currently no multi-site
capability, however this may be offered in the future for the High level service offering.
Load balancers shown in the High Level Design Diagram below provide coordinated pooling
redundancy ("load balancing") for all applications. SAN and network design components (other
than switches and load balancers) are not shown at this time, but full intra-site redundancy will
be implemented.
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1.2 High Level Design Diagram

ESHP High Level Design
StoneGate Firewall

Windows Application Servers

AIX Database Servers

Windows Database Servers

''SAN (ful[y redundan(DS4Sbo)
~

~~~

2 Platforms Supported
2.1 Application Platforms
At this time, the ESHP Moderate service level offering supports only one application operating
system platform: Microsoft Windows Server 2003, in both Standard and Enterprise editions.
Applications running on Windows Server 2003 may run on one of two primary platform choices:
.NET or J2EE.

2.1.1 Microsoft .NET Application Platform
For .NET applications, a standard configuration of Microsoft Internet Information Server 6.0
plus all associated components (standard to the OS) is offered. Additionally, any custom .NET
code or other Windows code may be installed on the application server.

2.1.2 IBM WebSphere J2EE Platform
For J2EE applications, a standard configuration ofiBM WebSphere is installed on Windows
Server 2003, including all associated WebSphere components, and any included Windows OS

6
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components . Additionally, any custom J2EE code or other Windows code may be installed on
the application server.

2.2 Database Platforms
At this time, the ESHP Moderate service level offering supports two database operating system
platforms: ffiM AIX and Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Enterprise. Oracle database server is
offered on the AIX platform, which Microsoft SQL Server is offered on the Microsoft Windows
platform.

2.2.1 Oracle
Oracle 9i and 1Og is offered as a database platform running on AIX for ESHP applications that
require this database platform. High availability is achieved via ffiM HACMP clustering, with a
fully redundant AIX server setup as a hot standby for zero-performance-loss failover in the event
of server failure. Database storage is exclusively SAN-based.

2.2.2 Microsoft SQL Server
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and 2005 is offered as a database platform running on Microsoft
Windows Server 2003 Enterprise for ESHP applications that require this database platform.
High availability is achieved via Microsoft Cluster Services, with N+ 1 clustering for zeroperformance-loss failover in the event of any single server failure, and moderate performance
impact failover in the event of multiple server failures. Database storage is exclusively SANbased.

3 Networking
3.1 Network Diagram
Different security rules can be appl ied at the
fntwall for each dass ol user alle mpting to
access the systems. For example, End
Users ate not permi tted to access the
AdmlniTSMIDB netwoOL
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HS21
(08)

WEB-Private
(Adminfl"SMIDB)
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3.2 Connectivity
3.2.1 End User to Application
End users will access ESHP applications through the StoneGate firewall on the WEB-Public
network segment, to the load balancer virtual service address. The load balancers will route the
web request to the appropriate application server on the LB-Private network. The application
servers can then communicate over the WEB-Private network through the firewall, to the DBPublic network and into the database server.

3.2.2 Developer/Admin to Application
Developers and administrators will access console and other functionality on application servers
through the firewall via the WEB-Private networks.

3.2.3 Developer/Admin to Database
Developers and administrators will access console and other functionality on database servers
through the firewall via the DB-Private networks.

3.2.4 Backup
TSM backup will be performed for database servers on the TSM network. TSM backup will be
performed for application servers on the WEB-Private network.

3.3 Firewal/s
Firewall configuration and rules will be configured on the StoneGate devices that have been
configured for the ESHP environment. In general, all ESHP web application traffic will be
permitted through the firewall on a single SSL (port 443) virtual service running on the load
balancers.

3.4 Load Balancers
Two Cisco 11501-K9 load balancers will support the overall ESHP environment, providing
layer 7 switching services to the applications. The general load balancer configuration for the
ESHP environment will be to perform SSL termination on the load balancers, and switch
application traffic to each ESHP application's server pool. Applications will be identified
through an URL path that begins with the main URL for ESHP (https://justapps.doj.gov) and
includes a unique path for each application. For example, an application with the identifier
"MYAPP" would be accessed at https://justapps.doj.gov/myapp/.
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4 Hardware
Server hardware, network, SAN, power and facilities are provided by the Application
Hosting Branch (AHB) at the Justice Data Center (JDC) in Rockville, MD. Current
Design and as-built documentation will be maintained within various groups at the JDC.

4. 1 Application Servers
Following the ESHP architecture, applications can be installed on Virtual Machines (VM) or
dedicated IBM HS-20 blade servers running Windows Server 2003 Server Standard Edition.

4.1.1 Blade Server Environment
Windows Server 2003 Enterprise edition is installed on 12 IBM HS20 blade servers. Additional
servers can be added to the environment as required.
-,

Blade
Type

Operating

Processor

#

I;-----·-·;
HS20
i2

~ HS2Q______ !2

Speed

RAM

NIC

FC

System

3.2 GHz

4GB

2

2

Win 2003 ES

Applications
liS version 6

3.2 GHz

4GB

2

2

Win 2003 ES

liS version 6

i2

3.2 GHz

4GB

2

2

Win2003 ES

liS version 6

!:~~~---!
Q______! 22

3.2 GHz

4GB

2

2

Win 2003 ES

liS version 6

3.2 GHz

4GB

2

2

Win2003 ES

liS version 6

,__t!S2Q____ 12

4GB
4GB

2
2

2
2

Win 2003 ES

liS version 6

!2

3.2 GHz
3.2 GHz

Win 2003 ES

SharePoint Portal

!2

3.2 GHz

4GB

2

2

Win2003 ES

SharePoint Portal

i HS20

12

3.2 GHz

4GB

2

2

Win 2003 ES

WebSphere

fHs2o

!2

3.2 GHz
3.2 GHz

4GB
4GB

2
2

2

Win 2003 ES

WebSphere

j2

2

Win 2003 ES

WebSphere

j2

3.2 GHz

4GB

2

2

Win 2003 ES

WebSphere

iJ::!~_?Q___

J

HS20

[Hs2q___

i HS20
LHS20
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4.1.2 Virtual Server Environment
VMs will be hosted on at least two physical servers (IBM x3950) within a VMWare cluster.
Although the VMWare cluster will be configured with the High-Availability option, layer 7
(application) load balancing will be the primary method for ensuring system availability.
Operating

X Series
3950

8
Dual
Core

X Series
3950

8
Dual
Core

3.2 GHz

3.2 GHz

System

Applications

64GB

4
Aggregated

2
Aggregated

Windows
2003 ES on
VMware
ESX

liS version 6, Oracle 9is, WebSphere,
.NET

64GB

4
Aggregated

2
Aggregated

Windows
2003 ES on
VMware
ESX

liS version 6, Oracle 9is, WebSphere,
.NET

4.2 Database Servers
4.2.1 MS SQL Server Environment
SQL Server 2000 and 2005 is installed on four IBM HS21 blade servers. Additional servers can
be added to the cluster or a new cluster as required. Microsoft Cluster service will be leveraged
for high-availability.
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4.2.2 Oracle Environment
Oracle will be installed on two ffiM series p5 595 series servers running AIX using HACMP
LP AR failover for redundancy and high-availability. Additional LP ARS can be added as
required.

1---~PA~L
!

-·

Processor
#
Speed

Operating
RAM

NIC

FC

System

Applications

0.7

1.9 GHz

8GB

N/A

N/A

AIX5.3

Oracle 9i

LPAR2

0.7

1.9 GHz

8GB

N/A

N/A

AIX5.3

Oracle 9i

LPAR3

0.7

1.9 GHz

12
GB

N/A

N/A

AIX5.3

Oracle 10g

LPAR4

0.7

1.9 GHz

12GB

N/A

N/A

AIX5.3

Oracle 9i

LPARS

0.7

1.9 GHz

12GB

N/A

N/A

AIX5.3

Oracle 9i

LPAR6

0.7

1.9 GHz

12GB

N/A

N/A

AIX5.3

Oracle 9i

I
I

5 Management Services
The ESHP environment will include standard services provided by the JDC. This includes
providing Backup and Monitoring services. IDS, anti-virus, and patching services will also be
provided by the JDC as outlined in security policy, certification and accreditation documentation,
and ESHP service level agreements.

5.1 Backup
Standard nightly backups will be completed on all servers to include all local volumes and data
associated with server SAN backup devices. Backup media retention will comply with DOJ
backup standards and specifications provided in system certification and accreditation
documentation.
Database servers and associated SAN devices will be backed up using an agent capable of
backing up SQL server without requiring that the database be taken offline. Backups will only
be performed during the standard backup window specified in the SLA.
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5.2 Monitoring
System monitoring shall be provided by the JDC. This includes monitoring for network, server,
and application failure. Where available, SNMP services will be leveraged to send traps to a
centralized JDC monitoring system.
The JDC will be responsible for notifying persons responsible for failure or decreased system
capacity/response of the system as outlined in the certification and accreditation and/or service
level agreement for the ESHP environment.
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United States Department of Justice (USDOJ)
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Automation System

Requirements Matrix
This Requirements Matrix serves as the basis for the Self-CertifiCation process that is required as part of the Offeror's Technical Proposal. Offeror must complete the
Requirements Matrix by placing the appropriate Requirement Code (Requirement Priority Codes, Requirement Vendor Response Codes or Level of Effort Response Codes) in the
applicable column (4, 5 or 7) for the Functional Baseline, Technical Baseline and System Deployment &Support Tabs. Completed Matrix must be submilled with Offeror' s
orooosal in order to be considered for award.
Upon Contract Award, this Requirements Matrix will become part of the resulting Contract.
To complete the seff certifiCation, Offeror must fill in the following three tabs (Functional Baseleine Requirement; Technical Baseline Requirements and System Deployment &
Support Requirements) with Requirement Priority Codes, Requirement Vendor Response Codes and Level of Effort Respon se Codes. Definitions of these codes are below.
At the time of Award, the following "Criticar technical requirements must be met
Technical Baseline Requirements: PE-1, PE-2 and PE-3
Systems Deployment & Support: SDS 12, 13, 14, 15, 18,27
All other "Critical" Technical and "Critical" Functional requirements must be met following the User Acceptance Testing .

I. Requirement Priority Code
-~>:}~_;l~ 'tl~!,~' Y

Desirable
C

I Critical

·

1
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The requirement is desirable and would enhance the reengineered process and may be mel at the time the FOIA solution is implemented.

IThe requirement is critical to the success of the FOIA solution. Critical to be met at either baseline or system deployment

II. Requirement Vendor Response Codes

A.

Functional and General Requirement Responses

"' COdeh . .,.~ --·~~-

~: ~i...,,,
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Not Feasible

The requirement cannot be met by the Software Product, a Jrd party product is not available, and modifcation with
vendor tools/custom programming is not recommended.

Jrd Party Product Reccmmended

The requirement cannot be met sal~ factorily by the software product, but a Jrd party product is available that can
meet the requirement Specify product in the Explanation column. Also indicate if an interface or API exists
between the two products.

0

1
Targeted in Future Release

2

The requirement cannot be met in the current release. but is under development for a future release or the Software
Package w~hin 12 months. Specify the release number and planned release date in the Explanations column.

ModifiCations required to meet this requirement involve development of new functionality using vendor supplied or
New Functionality Using Vendor Supplied Tools/ Custom Programming other programming tools. Indicate in the Explanations column if such modifcations would involve changes to any
product source code and/or inpact implementation, software upgrades, releases or buikis or software maintenance.

3

4

Customizalion to Existing Objects Using Vendor Tools

s

No Modifcalion Required/Table Oriven Set-up

B.

Modifcation to existing objects (screens, tables, etc.) using vendor supplied tools is required to meet this
requirement Indicate in the Explanations column whether these modifcations would include: add~ion of fl€1ds to
existing screens and tables, changing f1eld defln~ions/names. entering or attaching program logic to existing objects.
Indicate if such modifcations would involve changes to any product source code and/or impact implementation,
software upgrades, releases or builds or software maintenance.
No modificalions, customizations. or enhancements are required for the deliVered software package to meet this
requirement Table values or otherconfoguralion set-up may be required.

Technical and System Deployment & Support Requirement Responses

m.:. 1.1>'"\i~,~'1Zt''0
5

Not Feasible
Requirement Satisfied
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The requirement cannot be met by the Software Product, a 3rd party product is not available, and
modifiCation with vendor tools/custom P<OQramminq is not recommended.
The vendlor or the delivered software product(s) satisf.es the requirement.

Ill. Level of Effort (LOE) Respon se Codes

ili.eooe'tlr::-:ey;.;;.~.;;;.o;~%·l-l'~'l~-1f'iM:~~.P~~~~l!lii~4't.~~oesglptiO\t{ft~~..::~!!~~t"~t,,*"~if~lfl'i'rZ''t'\l<J.'~~il'!~">·:?M~~'1.1
1
2
3

I
I
I

4

I

5

I

One week or less of effort
One to two weeks of effort
Two to three weeks of effort
Three to four weeks of effort
Five or more weeks of effort

LOE Response assumes a single, full time equivalent technical resource with appropriate skills and experience.
Weeks are calculated from date of award.
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Functional Baseline Requirement
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'

1.1

System/General
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Processing and searching will be handled electronically. The system shall be capable of searching
by various search criteria such as: requester name, subject name, subject matler, FOIA control
number, Division file number, and more (to be defined at the detailed design phase).

1.2

Authorized and assigned staff will have full access to the system: view. add, update. and delete
data.

1.3

The system shall have the ability to track initial requests by various types, including FOIA, Privacy
Act (PA), Mandatory Declassification Review requests, and Presidential Records Act requests. The
ltvpe shall be confiQurable to the components' needs.
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c
c
c

1.4

The system shall have the ability to identify initial requests that are broken into smaller requests
and be able to aggregate them together for fee charging purposes.

1.5

The system shall allow for note-taking at any stage of the process. It shall allow user to input notes
and provide a time stamp and note history for each request.

1.6

The system shall provide a central ized database for files and documents related to each request.

c

1.7

The system shall provide the capability to telework.

c

1.8

The system shall save addresses and provide capability to retrieve addresses for reuse and modify
or update, as necessary.

c

1.9

The system shall provide the capability for a status inquiry regarding a request. The system shall
keep track of cases and their progress in the process.

c

1.1

The system shall have the ability to interface with industry standard Document Management
Systems.

D

1.11

The system shall have the ability to accept an eform or an electronic version of a request.

c

1.12

The system shall allow a requester to check the status of their request electronically.

c

1.13

The system shall be able to support all the requ irements at the component level, and should allow
for component-level configuration . Also. the system shall allow for different workflows for different

c

The system shall be capable of allowing users and reviewers to electronically redact documents
responsive to requests, place notes on responsive documents, and generate standard and ad hoc
lrDnnrl<
The product vendor shall update or upgrade versions and release new versions incorporating any and all new statutory and regulatory requirements related to the FOINPrivacy Act, applicable to the
system. Vendor shall work with agency to meet new compl iance requirements in accordance with
guidance issued by the OffiGe of Information and Privacy. Software upgrades shall occur within 30

1.14

1.15

~"

.

.

'"

.

.

The system shall be able to be integrated with existing database systems and applications (such as
Intranet Quorum). The system shall have the ability to generate notifications and integrate with
Outlook calendar.

1.1 6

1.17

The system shall be compliant with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act.

1.18

The system shall allow for expansion for possible future tracking needs. to include additional
categories other than just initial requests. appeals, and DRC cases.

2.1

The system shall assign a tracking number to incoming requests. The system shall allow users to
make requests inactive (duplicates or nistakes). Only users with certain privileges shall have the
permissions to do so . See 11 .1.2

D

c

c

c
D

c

Tracking
Requests/Appeals

2.2

The system shall be able to identify duplicate requests. requesters' names, subjects' names,
companies. and subject mauer.

2.3

The system shall assign an appeal number to incoming appeals, and/or shall associate the
assigned OIP appeal number for incoming appeals. to the appropriate component's initial FOIA
request number.

2.4

The system shall be able to track appeals by both DIP's and the appropriate component's request
number. type, requester, and date.
- -·- - · - - - - - - - -
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2.5

The system shall be able to identify duplicate appeals.

2.6

The system shall track multiple parts of an appeal.

2 .7

The system shall track DRC appeals by precedent applied and relevant section of the
classification/declassification guide.

2 .8

The system shall track consultations, referrals, clarification leiters, submlter notice leiters, fee
invoices, etc., and provide notification messages that malters are still awaiting resolution .

2.9

The system shall track whether documents were presented to DRC or whether only a summary was
presented to the DRC .

2.10

The system shall track status of each individual document within an initial requ est (i .e. consultation,
concurrence, etc.).

2 .11

The system should provide for the tracking of litigation by the components, if desired .

c

2.12

The system shall allow categorizing requests into types, for example: simple, complex, expedited.

c

2 .13

The system shall track the FOIA Unit's final disposition of each request: (A) full grant: (B) partial
granVpartial denial; (C) full denial based on exe"l'tions: (D) no record :(E) all records referred to
another CO"l''nenl or agency: (F) request withdrawn: (G) fee-related reason: (H) records not
reasonably described ; (I) improper FOIA for other reason ; (J) not an agency record ; (K) duplicate
request; (L) other. It shall also allow for customzalion of disposition codes by the appropriate user.

c
c
c
c
c
c

I
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c
•

2.14

The system shall track the final disposition of appeals by OIP: (A) No records; (B) records referred
at initial request level : (C) request withdrawn; (D) fee-related reason; (E) records not reasonably
described; (F) improper request for other reasons ; (G) not agency record; (H) duplicate request or
appeal; (I) request in litigation; (J) appeal based solely on denial of request for expedited
processing; (K) other. The system shall track the FOIA Unit's final disposition of appeals that were
remanded In full or in part to the FOIA Unit for further processing. The system shall track and
associate the OIP, FOlA Unit, and civil court case numbers of any resulting FOIA litigation. It shall
allow for cutomzation of disposition codes by appropriate user.

2 .15

The system shall have the ability to track appeals, induding appeals completely affirmed, partially
affirmed and partiall y reversed/remanded and completely reversed/remanded .

c

3.1

Tracking Fees/Hours System shall be able to track fees and any fee waivers granted by the FOIA Staff.
The system shall track the number of working days it takes to adjudicate a fee waiver. The system
shall provide two date entry fields for start and completion dates . The system shall automatically
calculate the number of days it look to adjudicate the fee waiver. The system shall track whether
the fee waiver was granted or denied .

3 .1.1.

3 .2

System shall be able to track overdue, delinquent accounts and update and generate a report .

3.3

The system shall be able to track time spent on appeals by FOIA staff individually and appeals sta ff
overall.

3.4

The system shall be able to track time spent on requests in 15-minute increments. track when the
invoice is sent, and generate a notice to user when fees are due .

3.5

The system shall allow for time sheet type tracki ng of time spent on requests where a processor
can access his or her own time tracking sheet and indicate time spent per case.

c
c

c
c
c
D

D
3 .6

The system shall generate an invoice to the requester with the option for manual adjustment.
D
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The system shall distinguish between categories or requesters (conmercial use. "other," and
media/educational) and categories of FOIA personnel (management, professional, clerical). The
system shall be capable of calculating fees according to federal regulations. Including amounts
charged by categories of FOIA Unit professionals (management: $41/hr, professional: $28/hr, and
clerical: $16/hr) and categories of requesters (review and search time plus duplication fees for
cornrrercial use requesters : first two hours of search time and first 100 pages of duplication are free
of charge for "other" requesters : only duplication charges for media/educational requesters after
first 100 free pages: and no charge if fees are less than $14 .00) . The system shall be capable or
easily adjusting the amounts charged as the regulations change, without extensive reprogramming .

3.7

The system shall calculate interest on overdue fees .

4.1

Worl<flow

The system shall keep track of the deadlines relating to requests such as 20 working days until
initial response to requester is due and an extra 10 working days for unusual circumstances.
System shall notify appropriate FOIA analyst of the deadline.

4.2

The system shall allow for entry of date received by agency. The system shall also allow for entry
of dale received by component. The system shall be able to calculate pending days for the request
from either receipt by agency date or receipt by component date, depending upon what the user
indicates for the particular request. The system shall use the agency date of receipt to start
counting the number of days pending when an agency has taken more than ten days to route the
request to the proper component. The system shall be able to notify user of deadlines based upon
both types of receipt.

4.3

The system shall manage the workflow and track the status where a case requ ires forwarding
portions of a request to other sections of a component, other DOJ components, and/or federal
agencies for more information and/or for consultations .

4.4

The system shall allow user to designate a request as perfected or unperfected.

4.5

The system shall allow user to input an estimated date of completion for a request. This shall be in
date range format.

4.6

The system shall be able to suspend a case ("stop the clock").

4.7

The system shall keep track of consultations and provide notice to user when response is due. See
2.8.

4.8

The system shall track workflow or requests , status, stages, and indicate next action. See 5.5.
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4.9

The system shall track and flag expedited requests and provide notice to user when response to
requester is due (10 ca lendar days, or configurable per component). The system shall track
whether request for expedited treatment was granted or denied and shall also allow for tracking of
whether an appealed denial or expedited processed was granted or denied.

4.9.1.

The system shall track the number or ca lendar days it takes to adjudicate a decision to gra nt or
deny expedited review using the date received by a component as the start date. The system shall
automaticall y calculate the number or da ys it took to adjudicate the request ror expedited
processing.

c

i

4.1

The system shall allow ror managing the interaction between OIP and the components in the
appeals process as a workflow, if components wish.

4.11

The system shall accorTYT\Odate various components' workflow requ irements

c
c
D

5.1

Reports

The system shall be able to generate and print annual report .

5 .2

The system shall be able to generate and print ad-hoc reports .

5 .3

The system shall be able to generate backlog reports ror both initial requests and appeals that have
been pending longer than the statutory time period .

c
c
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Reports will have sortable colurms.

5.5

The system shall be able to generate statistical summary reports for each fiscal year, by month,
including number of requests on hand at the beginning of each month, number received and closed
during month, and number carried over to the next month . The system shall transfer the carry over
requests to the next fiscal year. Other reports by fiscal year: annual; backlog; pending; FOIA index;
appeals; Privacy Act; dashboard status report for all requests ; workload re port sorted by FOIA
analysts. The dashboard report shall indude, type of request (FOIA or Privacy Ad), track (simple/
cofT'4)1ex/expedite), FOIA analyst's name, request number, date received , date perfected , name of
requester and law firm, subject matter of request, case track, fee category of request, fee waiver
requested (including granted/denied date), expedi ted treatment requested (including
granted/denied date), type of correspondence (e.g. interim response to requester and date sent) ,
search status, DOJ file number, date files ordered from wh ich sections/Federal Records Center
(FRC), date fi les due from sectlons/FRC, date files received, date files returned to sections!FRC ,
date processing completed, date request reviewed , exemptions applied, referral/consulta ti on,

5.6

The system shall allow for reporting and tracking workflow metrics .

6.1

Balance workload

'1.:

·'~

.-. ' .•
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D

D
D

The system shall allow for workload monitoring of assignments to FOIA analysts.

c
The system shall allow for workload monitoring of assignments to appeals staff.

6.2

c

'
!

7.1

Searching

The system shall allow for searching of all fields . The system shall provide key word and optical
character recognition searching capabil ities with optimal accuracy.

c
The system shall allow for searching of meta data related to requests and actual content of rela ted
documents .

7.2

8.1

Scanning

The system shall provide the capability to scan documents, with optica l character recognition and
optimal accuracy, and attach them to requests .

8.2

The system shall be able to provide the option to Bates stamp/number pages of responsive
documents with customized page numbers (e .g., ATFY07-065-1).

8.3

The system shall be able to insert and delete pages with in responsive documents and renu mber
the pages, as needed. The system shall allow starting the page numbers with a customized
assigned number.

8A

The system shall scan with optical character recogn ition and optimal accuracy (99%).

9.1

The system shall be able to accurately generate separate page counts for the number of pages
redacted and various exemptions applied, and the number of pages withheld in entirety and
re leased in entirety.

c

I
I

c
c
D

D
Indexing

c

I

i
I

The system shall be able to provide the option to Bates Stamp/page number documents, incl uding
renumbering pages when pages are inserted into or removed from the documents.

9.2

c
10.1

Administration

11.1

Login and security

The system shall provide adninistrative capabilities and grant administrative rights to add fields.
update drop down menus, maintain user roles and permissions.
The system shall follow the security requirements.

11 .1.1

The system shall only allow authorized users access. All access to component data will be stnctly
limited to users who are specifically authorized by the respective components . Must also comply
with agency password and 10 security requirements, See SOW

11 .1.2

The system shall require users to enter identification (IDs) and passwords to login .

11 .1.3

The system shall recogn ize authorized user(s), document the identity of the user(s) and track
actions taken (audit trail).

Funct ional Baseline Reqt
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Create case flies

..

\'\, .:",

The system shall within specified timeframe automatically require users to change passwords.

...

..

....

c

The system shall allow for creation of a case file once request is rece ived. Case information shall
include, type of request (FOIA or Privacy Act); fee category (commercial, other, media/educational);
track (simple, complex. expedited); expedited processing requested/granted/denied date ; perfected
date; date of acknowledgment letter; fiscal year; assigned FOIA control number; component file
numbers; date request received ; requester name, organization , address, email , phone, fax; subject
name or subject matter; assigned FOIA analyst; response type (final, partial, fees, documents sent);
response date; amount of fees due; amount of fees paid; date fees paid ; number of pages released;
number of documents withheld; number of pages withheld ; exemption type; exemption statute; type
statute; disposition; total days pending; consultation; consultation date ; referral ; referral date;
appealed; OIP appeal number; appeal disposition; appeal comment. Case file will include request
letter, all incorring/outgoing correspondence including emails, materia l responsive to the request,
requester's information, all respons ive documents (withheld, reda cted, and/or released in entirety) .

c
11 .2.1

The system shall store cases in a centralized database.

c
· The system shall assign a case number for each new request. The system shall allow users with
certa in privileges to make requests inactive.

11 .2.2
11 .2.3

The system shall allow components to custorrize case number assignments .

11 .2.4

The system shall allow for request and supporting documents to be scanned into centralized
database.

c
c

I

c
11 .3

Take action

Once request is reviewed and a course of action is deterrrined, the system shall allow the analyst
to select the action and place case in the appropriate step of the process.

11 .3.1

The system shall allow the user to make selection(s) for each step based on his or her analysis of
the contents of the incoming request.

11.3.2

The system shall track selection(s) for each step in the process .

11 .3.3

The- system shall allow users to conduct searches in every field to find duplicate initial requests , for
example: by requester's name, subjec t's name, companies, subject matter, etc.

11.4

Generate Initial
response

c
c
c
c

The system shall allow the user to generate an initial re sponse to requester.

c

11.4.1

The system shall generate initial response letter and modified form letters.

c

11 .4.2

The system shall allow the user to select standard letter or input data to customize the letter.

c

11.4.3

The system shall print acknowledgment letter.

c

11.4.4

The system shall save acknowledgment letter with the case file .

c

11.4.5

The system shall keep track of date letter is mailed .

c
The system shall allow:

1. The ability to track dec•si on to granVdeny expedited cases based on calendar days

c

2. The ability to track non expedited cases based on working days

c

11.4.6
3. The ability to modify working days when necessary (i.e. unscheduled federal
holidays)

Functional Baseline Reqt

c
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11 .4.7

The system shall notify analyst about approaching 20-day and 10-day deadlines for responding to
initial requests .

11.4.8

The system shall be able to generate electronic responses and notifications to requesters .

11.5

Search for
responsive records

c
0

The system shall allow for electronic searching of records .

c

11.5.1

The system shall provide access to components' external systems to search for responsive records .

11 .5.2

The system shall allow for Identifying duplicate documents.

c

11 .5.3

The system shall be able to distinguish between the final version and drafts of similar documents .

c
c

11 .6

Request records

The system shall allow the user to generate a modifiable search memorandum to be sent to the
·
· on~nn•
. section or-field office reoueslino a search for resoonsive records .

11.6.1

The system shall generate a modifiable search memorandum to the appropriate component,
section, or field office allowing the user to input pertinent information describing responsive records
requested .

11.6.2

The system shall allow user to suspend the case ("stop the clock") while waiting for additional
information from requester.

11.6.3

The system shall save search memorandum with case file for future access.

11.6.4

The system shall save the date the search memorandum is sent to the responsible office(s) and
periodically notify analyst of pending response status.

0

c
c
!

11.7

Make redactions and The system shall allow the user to make secure electronic redactions to responsive records . The
aoolv exemotlons
svstem shall save the draft with notes_ prior to the final redaction of records .

11.7.1

The system shall allow searching and viewing of scanned documents.

11 .7 .2

The system shall allow secure redaction of the scanned documents with security safeguards that
are comparable to industry standard (example: Redax).

11.7.3

The system shall allow lhe user to apply all FOIA and Privacy Act exemptions on the redacted
portion of document and Ia create customzed exemptions including the use of other relevant
statutes and text.

11.7.4

The system shall allow the user to make notes on the document being redacted.

c
i

c
c
c
c
c
c

The system shall allow highlighting of document, translucent redaction and opaque redaction in

11.7.5

various colors.

c
11 .7.6

The system shall allow for page indexing and counting of pages reviewed , exemptions applied , and
the option for Bates stamping/page numbering.

11 .8

The system shall be able to calculate fees to be charged to the requester based on time FOIA
analyst spends on a request, duplication fees, and the appropriate FOIA regulations . Calcula tion s
shall be based on category of reviewer (manager, professional, clerical) and distinguish be tween
review and search time. The system shall provide an option to manually enter recorded lime
adjustments and to stop and start the clock. Calculations shall be easily adapted , in the even t of

c
Calculate fees

.

.

11 .8 .1

The system will allow the user to generate a fee invoice and fee letter.

11 .8 .2

The system ~ha ll suspend the request ("stop the clock") when a fee invoice is sent and at the
discretion of the user.

11 .9

The system shall allow a supervisor or any other predetermined user to review redactions and
make changes .

Review redactions

11 .9 .1

The system shall allow the user to add or delete redactions .
-

Funct ional Baseline ReQl
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11.9.2

The system shall allow the user to add or delete exemption codes.

11 .9.3

The system shall distinguish between the revisions made by the FOIA analyst, reviewer, and final
decision maker by using different colors or another method .

11.9.4

The system shall provide the ability for FOIA analyst, reviewer . and final decision maker to place
notes on responsive documents. FOIA analysts shall be able to provide a memo to
reviewer/decision maker explaining actions taken in processing request.

11.1

Generate response

The system shall allow for a modifiable transiTittalletter addressed to the requester to be
generated to advise the requester of information pertinent to a partial response or final action. e.g.
the amount of Information released or withheld, applicable fees. reason for denial of fee waiver.

11.10, 1

The system shall allow the user to generate response letter.

11 .10.2

The system shall ex1ract pertinent information from FOIA case folder, such as the requeste~s name
and address, and place the data into the appropriate fonm letter.

11.10.3

The system shall block the printing of notes, e.g., in the final version of the responsive documents
to be publicly released, except when appropriate.

11.10.4

The system shall be able to generate electronic responses.

11 .11

Approve release

The system shall allow a supervisor to review/sign the transmittal tetter indicating approval of the
redacted responsive records and the calculation of fees.

11.11 .1

The system shall allow the user to view redacted image of responsive records. transmittal
correspondence, and notes.

11 .11.2

The system shall allow the user to enter in a specified data field approval for release.

11.11.3

The system shall track the actions taken.

11 .11.4

The system shall save to database the electronic image of the transmittal letter and redacted
responsive records for future access.

11.12

Release records

The system shall track when the transmittal letter and redacted responsive records are sent to the
requester. The system shall allow responsive records to be provided in an electronic format, if
desired.

11.12.1

The system shall allow the printing of redacted documents and the final action letter.

11 .12.2

The system shall allow for interim releases to be made in a case, and the tracking of those
releases.

11 .12.3

The system shall allow the printing of selected information at any time.

11.12.4

The system shall be able to provide an electronic copy of redacted documents and the final action
tetter in the format requested , if available.

11 .1 2.5

The system shall count and store the amount of time required to process the case from receipt to
closing (date of the fee invoice/fee letter) for reporting . The system shall be able to stop the clock
when, for example, a clarification letter or a fee invoice is sent.

11 .12.6

The system shall allow for the closing of a case if case fees are not paid after 30 calendar days. or
a configurable number of days (if component's workflow requires that). The system shall notify
user when 30 calendar days (or any other configurable number of days) have elapsed, if the fees
are delinquent. The amount or days should be configurable per component, based on their
business rules . The system shaH allow for stopping the clock if fees are delinquent for a determined
amount of time . The system shall allow the user to specify the amount of time the clock should be

11.12.7

The system shall allow the user 10 generate fee invoices for requests and generate fee invoices
specifically for delinquent fees . The system shall calculate the fees based on predetenmined
criteria .

Functtonal Baseline Reqt
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The system shall allow forwarding of a copy of the originating component's initial processing to OIP
tor review, if the component elects to do so. OIP responds directly to the requester.
The system shall document and save the date appeal is received in FOIA unit and/or DIP. The
system shall document and save the date the component's FDIA Unit recei ves a notice of appeal

11.13.1

tf;n~f'IIP

11 .13.2

The system shall provide to the FDIA Unit an electronic image of the appeal letter.

11.13.3

The system shall allow the user to view and print electronic images ot all case file documents.

11.13.4

The system shall associate the FOIA request number with DIP's appeal number and provide notice
to FDIA Unit of the initial receipt of an appeal and its final disposition (remand , affirm).
Appeals ·Review OIP The system shall allow for case reviews and the ability to forward the case and related documents,
decision
or notice of the appeal case to appropriate office for re-processing.

11 .14

11 .14.1

The system shall allow the user to remove FOIA exemption codes and reveal original text from the
electronic image, possibly by saving a draft with the FOIA exemption codes and that reveals
original text in the electronic image, before generating a "bumed in" final redacted version .

11 .14.2

The system shall allow user(s) to store both the original release and any revisions generated by the
appeal.

11.14.3

The system shall allow the FOIA Unit user to print the draft version of the redacted documents. The
system shall give the user the option of choosing to print the draft with or without the applied
redaction codes and notes showing on the printed pages.
Appeals ·Generate
appeals release

11 .15
11 .15.1

The system shall allow for the preparation of a remand memo addressing DIP's decision to remand
the appeal.
The system shall be able to generate appeals response letter.
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The system shall allow for generation of a printed copy of supplemental redacted responsive

11.15.2

records .

11.15.3

The system shall allow the component to track status of an appeal .
Appeals ·Release
The system shall allow for a supplemental release of redacted records .
appeal and Litigation

11.16
11.16.1

The system shall track the date the records are mailed to the requester.

11 .16.2

The system shall track costs associated with FDIA litigation, including staff time spent on FDIA
litigation. The system shall allow for manual input of time recorded.

11.16.3

The system shall track the status and outcome of FDIA litigation .

11 .17

Reports

The system shall allow for generation of standard, ad-hoc, and annual reports. Statistical reports
are requested primarily to satisfy the statutory reporting requirements, as well as internal
management needs of the component.

11.17.1

The system shall provide for authorized users to create, select, view, and print reports .

11.17.2

The system shall provide for the display of report on screen after the user makes applicable criteria

11 .17.3

The system shall provide for the designated data field elements to be input for reports .

11.17.4

The system shall allow for an ad-hoc reporting function that enables users to generate repor1s

11 .17 .5

The system shall allow the user to print a page header and footer tor each report .

11.17.6

The SYstem shall allow the user the flexibilitv to customize reports without developer assistance .

selections .

based on a variety of criteria with little or no devel oper intervention .

The system shall allow for reporting and tracking workflow metrics, such as : time a workflow takes,
workload, etc.

I 11 .17.7
~---
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11 .17.8

11 .1 8

I

Repons ·Annual

c

11 .18.9

11.18.10

i.
Other (shall allow for component to add additional reasons for denial which
be counted for ea ch "other" disposition and also counted as a total •other")

Functional Baseline Reqt
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11.18.11

lA Reouests
Number of times each F lA exerrotion was aoolied:
Exemotion 1
Exerm:>tion 2
ExemPtion 3
Exemotion 4
Exemotion 5
Exemotion 6
Exemotion 7 A
Exemotion 7 B
Ex~ll'lQtlon 7 C
Exemotion 7 D
Exemotion 7 E
Exerrotion 7 F
Exef!lPtion 8
Exemotion 9

11.18.12

Number of appeals pending as of the start of fiscal year.

11.18.13
11 .18.14
11 .18.15

Number of appeals received In fiscal vear.
Number of appeals processed In fiscal vear.
Number of aPPeals oendina as of end of fiscal vear.
Disposition of appeals:
N mber of aooeals comolet •lv affimned
Number of appeals partiallv affirmed and partiallv reversed/remanded
Number of aPPeals comoletelv reversed/remanded
Number of Aoooal
lased for Other Reasons
Reasons for Denial on Appeal ·Number of times exemptions applied (counting each exemption
one~ o~r aonPal\
Exfl!!IQtion 1
Exemotion 2
Exemotion 3
Exerrotion 4
Exemotion 5
Exemotion 6
Exemption 7 A
Exemotion 7 B
Exemotion 71C
Exemption 7 D
Exemotion 7 E
Exemotion 7 F
Exemption 8
ExemPtion 9

11 .18.16

11 .18.17

. . :loi'-~):-:..;.,-:. :::-"· "?

c
c
c
c
c

c

c

Reasons for Denial on Appeal - Reasons Other than Exemptions

11 .18.18

11.18.19

1 1.18.20
11.18.21

Funct io nal Baseline Reql

1. No records
2. Records referred at initial reouest level
3. Reouest withdrawn
4. Fee-related reason
5. Records not reasonablv described
6. Not a orooer reouest for other reasons
7. Not aoencv record
8. Duolicate reouest or aooeal
9. Reauest in litioation
10. Aooeal based solelv on denial of exoedited orocessina
11. Other (shall allow for entry of additional reasons for denial which shall be counted for each
"other" disoosition and also counted as a total "o lh~r"\
Resoonse time for all aooeals
1. Median number of davs to resoond
2. Averaoe number of davs to resoond
3. Lowest number of davs to respond
4. Hiahest number of davs to resoond
The date of receipt for each of the ten oldest appeals
Number of days pendino for each of the ten oldest appeals

c

c
c
c
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11.18.26

3.

c
All Pending Perfected Requests
Pending requests: number of perfected requests pending, median, and average number of days
pending
1. Simple request (if multiple tracks used)
a. Number Pending
b. Median number of days
c. Average number or days
2. Complex requests (specify for any and all tracks used)
a. Number Pending
b. Median number of days
c. Average number of days
3. Requests accorded expedited processing
a. Number Pending
b. Median number of days

11 .18.27

Func1ional Baseline Reqt
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11.18.40

11 .18.41

c
11.18.42

c
11.18.43

system shall be able to create annual reports at both the component level and at the agency
At the component level, the system shall automatically generate the report based upon data
entered in the system. At the agency level, the system shall be able to automatica lly
component data from components that are using the system to the agency annual report.
shall also allow for the manual input of component-level data into the agency annual
jar shall also propose a solution that would allow for the automatic transfer of
lcomoonents' annual report data, for components not using the system. which would be used in the
the agency annual report.

11 .18.46

c

propose a solution that would allow for the calculation of agency-wide medians and
using raw data of components, taking into account that not all components will be on

11 .18.4i

Vendor shall propose a solution that would allow for component-level and agency raw data to be
saved in an electronic fomnat which can be made available to the public upon request.

11.18.48
11 .19

Matnbln Illes

11 .20

Reading rooms

Functional Baserine Req1

c

The system shall allow for the electronic retention of case files for 6 years (or time determined by
the FOIA Units in the different components) and then files will be archived by system.
The system shall allow for publishing of Information to a web site in compliance with Sec. 508 of the
Rehabili tation Act.

15
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If the system is a browser-based application, the system shall provide a
solution that does not require the use of persistent cookies on a user's
machine .

c

SE2

System shall operate in an environment that incorporates firewalls,
providing only authorized users access to the system.

c

SE3

The system shall support the ability to define an "inactivity time-out" period .

c

SE4

The system shall protect and secure user logons and passwords from
unauthorized access .

c

SE5

The system shall support mu~iple levels of security access to lnfonmation
and system functionality based on user and user group profiles.

c

SE6

The system shall require authentication of all user IDs and passwords
before allowing access to the system.

c

SE7

The system shall provide the ability to define user profiles and establish
groups of users w~h like attributes and system rights. (i.e., changes to the
group automatically apply to each individual user of that group).

c

SE8

The system shall be able to create user logons and passwords.

c

SE9

System will track the following infonmation for all events/activities within a
history of occunrences : user 10, date and time of access , date and time of
tenminated access, type of event (ex: insert, update , delete), data or
transaction change.

c

SE10

The system shall support viewing, searching, and reporting on audit trails
based on user-defined parameters .

c

SE11

All system aud~ trail infonmation will be available for a user-defined period
then archived for a user-defined period , or the period specified in the
system security plan .

c

SE12

If the system is a browser-based application, the system shall log off a user
when browser window is closed .

c

SE13

If the system is a browser-based application, the system shall close all
browser windows when a user logs off.

c

SE14

The system shall provide multiple layers of access and data protection
based on the user's 10/password , role, and offiCe assignment. The user
role defines the type of access (update, insert, delete, read only).

c

SE15

The system shall ha ve the ability to encrypt sensitive data , such as
password s, employee/contractor personal infonmation and SSN s in the
database .

c

SE16

For Certification and Accreditation purposes the system shall meet the
security requirements as specified on Section 2.9.9 of the BPA.

c

The system shall not exceed one (1) hour or unplanned downtime due to a
system fa ilure over a 30-day period .

0

The system shall provide automated notifications regarding system
unavailability , database errors, communication errors , or other system
exception .

0

SE1

RE1

Security

Reliability

RE2
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RE3

In the event of database corruption or destruction, the database must be
capable of being restored from backup.

c

RE4

A stand-by server (automatic failover) shall be included in the application
architecture.

D

RE5

A disaster recovery server shall be included in the application

RE6

The system shall be able to create "hot• backups that do not require system
downtime.

D

RE7

The system shall be capable of being operational 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.

D

REB

The system shall be capable of functioning within an environment that uses
Instrumentation Mon~oring Software .

D

DAI

The system information must be retained in an immediately accessible
format for six (6) years from the closing date of non-litigation records, and
ten (10) years from the closing date of litigation records . The system shall
allow for manual overriding of the data retention rules. The system shall
prompt for purging rather than purge automatically, and allow users to
override .

c

DA2

The system shall provide archival capabilities of all electronic records
including electronic images, supporting documents , and system data .

c

DA3

All data requests for viewing, reporting , inserting, and updating
system database shall be real-time .

DA4

The system shall provide the ability for authorized system users to arrange
the data elements in categories in order to facilitate logical dataset
groupings and data input screens.

D

DA5

The system shall record the source of data inputs within an audit trail.

c

DA6

The system shall provide the ability to create new data elements and group
data elements into datasets.

D

The system shall be capable of operating w~h multiple databases using
indu stry standard connectivity methods (e .g., ODBC, JDBC).

c

The system shall support a modular approach that enables components of
the system to be managed independently.

D

SU3

The system shall have a documented data model.

D

SU4

The system shall have a documented application programming interface
(API).

D

PEt

The system shall be able to process and store data perta ining to
approximately 100 simultaneous users, 5,000 transactions per month with
an estimated 50% annual growth rate . The monthly transactions are based
on interactive data entry, reports responses and batch data entry. This is
system-generated data .

D

SUI

Data Requirements

Supportability

SU2

Performance

arch~ecture .
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PE2

System arch~ecture shall support the following response times: Less than 2
seconds for returning results of transaction processing , immediate response
when tabbing from field to field, less than 2 seconds when moving from
screen to screen, immediate to retrieve a single record .

PE3

the system shall be able to support approximately 100 users in
geographic locations (average of 30 concurrent users, 50
concurrent users during peak times).The number of users for subsequent
phases of component implementation will be determined at the time of
requirements gathering for each component implementation .

c

ln~ially,

mu~iple

Technica l Baselin e Reqt

c
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The vendor should provide and maintain an Entity
Relationship Diagram (ERD) .

I

D

The vendor shall provide separate instances to
process classified and unclassified data.

I

D

shall provide and use a common,
inll>grated fully attributed data dictionary that allows for
documentation of the specific use of fields and

I

C

I

C

I

c

I

D

with automated

SDS-6

IThe vendor shall provide user software manuals and
release notes in electronic format, available on-line or
in CD-ROM format.

SDS-7

I

SDS-8

I

SDS-9

IThe vendor shall provide a knowledge database,

The vendor shall provide an e-mail address where
client users can submit questions, issues or comments
over the Internet.
The vendor shall provide an initial response to a
user within 4 hours of contact. Questions that cannot
be resolved immediately shall be escalated to the
appropriate organization for disposition.

available through the internet, of all incident reports ,
their status, and their resolution .
SDS-10

IThe vendor shall publish a technical and functional
notice alerting users of issues prior to the
implementation of new releases or patches.

11

IThe vendor shall provide a domestic toll free number
and an international number to assist client users with
questions related to product operation . The support
staff is available 9am-5:30pm.

SDS-12

IThe vendor shall suppcrt standard licensing for
concurrent user or individual seat licensing, or a hybrid
of the two.

Sys Deploy & Support
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SDS-14

SDS-15

c

SDS-16

c
c

SDS-18
customization to the core software
SDS-19

The vendor shall provide training for end users and
administrators via instructor led training and a
of media to include computer-based training
(CBT), web based, or other virtual training .

SDS-20

The vendor shall provide training material!
been tailored for the specific configuration of the FOIA
solution.

SDS-21

IThe vendor should provide procedural related training

I

D

I

D

I

D

I

D

I

D

I

c

that has been tailored to the specific configuration of
the delivered FOIA solution .
SDS-22
SDS-23

!The vendor shall provide "Train the Trainer"
methodologies to assist in training deployment.

IThe vendor shall provide web based training
administration to monitor end-user and syslem
administrator training status.

SDS-24

IThe system shall be able to integrate with existing
Oracle databases that host human resource, matter

SDS-25

llrac~ioc aod lime recodioa s~slems
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System shall be compatible with the different technical
standards (such as Desktop Operating systems and

Sys Deploy & Support
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